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Food Bazaar Opens New Store in
Mount Vernon
MOUNT VERNON, NY – A Monday morning ribbon-cutting marked the official opening
of Food Bazaar; Mount Vernon’s newest supermarket. The store, located in Pathmark Plaza is
almost ready for the crowds to browse through
the newly stocked aisles.
Food Bazaar‘s opening will bring more than
200 jobs to the city and many of those hired live
locally. “This is a boost for the city and the store
itself fits right into our community,” said Mayor
Ernest D. Davis. “Food Bazaar has a wide product selection and they specialize in ethnic foods
at reasonably low prices.”
Bogopa Services Corp. is a relatively young
company and has a priority of servicing underserved communities. The company has full-service supermarkets in the Tri-State metropolitan
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When was the last time
you dealt with
Lexington Capital Associates?

areas (NY, NJ, and CT). The Mount Vernon
location will be the company’s first in the lower
Hudson Valley.
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Senior Computer Learning Center
Yonkers, NY -- St. John’s Riverside Hospital has announced their senior learning center is
sponsoring a computer class. The reasonable cost
of this class is:
$10.00 for 8 hours for Beginners Course, (2
hours weekly for 4 weeks).
Starts: Monday April 16, 2012, from
8:30am – 10:30am;
$15.00 for 16 hours for Advanced Course,
(2 hours weekly for 8 weeks).

Starts: Wednesday, April 18, 2012, from
9:00am – 11:00am
Classes will be held at St. John’s Riverside
Hospital, Park Care Pavilion,
2 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. 10703.
For information and to register for April classes, call
Cecilia Pugliese at 914 964 7525.

CALENDAR

News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS
April Fool’s Day has come
and gone, and I only got
tricked a few times, by my
family and friends... my
daughters sure know how
gullible I can be, but one
thing I know for sure it’s time
for this week’s, “News and Notes…”
One of my favorite meeting places here in
northern Westchester, Perks Coffee Shop in Katonah, has closed. Since 1996, Perks has served as
a casual business office for many and a gathering
place for old friends and new acquaintances, it
certainly will be missed.
The Community Center of Northern
Westchester will celebrate their 20th anniversary

on April 28th from 1 to 4 p.m. Let’s join them for
an open house at the Center to commemorate
their anniversary.They are having two of my personal spring favorites… a free barbecue and ice
cream; there will also be tours of the Center, an
honorary tree planting, and much more… stay
tuned.
Hopefully my wife is not reading this week’s
“News & Notes,” as I do not want her to find out
about the International Gem and Jewelry Show
taking place at the County Center on Friday,
April 6th from Noon to 6 p.m. Exhibitors from
around the world are offering a huge selection
of quality jewelry of all kinds, including loose
colored gemstones, fine finished jewelry, fashion
jewelry, beads and more. My 25th Wedding AnContinued on page 4

With over 50 years experience, Lexington Capital Associates
provides loans from $1m-$150m at some of the lowest
interest rates available in the marketplace.
• For cash flowing loans- NO PERSONAL GUARANTEE
• 30 year payouts
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Lexington Capital Associates, LLC.
240 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801
Phone (914) 632-1230 fax (914) 633-0806
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you can dress the whole family while saving
money and saving the earth!
Even I can handle this exercise; “Go the
Distance” is a 1 mile
non-competitive walk to raise money for
the Maria Farer Children’s Hospital at the Westchester Medical Center. This fun family event
with live entertainment and some cool activities will take place rain or shine on the grounds
of Westchester Medical Center in Valhalla on
April 22nd. All proceeds will benefit the programs and services of Maria Fareri Children’s
Hospital. Everyone is welcome; and teams are
encouraged, there will even be free parking, for
more information call 914-493-2575.
Here is another very worthwhile walk being
held on Saturday, April, 14th at Leonard Park in
Mount Kisco, from 11 a.m to 2 p.m. “One Day
Without Shoes,” hopes to raise awareness for the

millions of kids who go without shoes because
they can not afford them. By taking off your own
shoes for the walk, you will begin to understand
the impact that owning one pair of shoes can
have on someone who goes without.
Congratulations to Janet DiFiore our district attorney here in Westchester County for
being selected by the Women’s Research and
Education Fund as its 2012 Hall of Fame recipient.
One of Bedford Hills’ most anticipated
events is coming up.... Run for the Hills is once
again taking place on Saturday, April 14th, the 5K
race time is 8:30 a,m. The Bedford Hills Neighborhood Association committee is also seeking
volunteers to help make the event a success. Give
them a call at 914-318-6937.
In Pleasantville, at the Jacob Burns Film
Center, it’s time to learn about the Media Arts
Lab at one of their free hands-on workshops.
On April 19th, they will present “The Animation

Studio and Dragon Stop Motion,” and on May
17th “The Editing Studio and Final Cut Pro,”
pre-registration is required; give them a call at
914-773-7663, ext. 8.
My darling wife will want to join in this
chat, “A Conversation with Local Gardeners,”
will be held on April 14th at the Ruth Keeler
Memorial Library in North Salem.
Welcome to spring, as you have seen and
will see, this time of the year, there are many
walks for worthy causes or to just get in shape,
either way, it’s good to participate whether by
donating, walking, running or both, enjoy the
season… see you next week.

guys.” In the series, Buck flew around in space
ships and went to distant planets, activities that I
had never imagined.
I learned rapidly to employ “suspension
of disbelief,” a term coined by the poet Samuel
Taylor Coleridge in 1817, to be able to be immersed in the Buck Rogers story line – to enjoy
the story, I had to accept that things that I knew
were impossible, such as going to the moon and
other planets, were reasonable. Of course, twenty
years later, we were heading to the moon and,
the more I read, the more I realized that science
fiction was, in many cases, a precursor to science
reality.
It was much later that I found that the character Buck Rogers had actually come into being
in 1928 – only forty years before Neil Armstrong’s famous step onto the moon. He was a
creation of Philip Francis Nowlan in a short
story, Armageddon 2419 A.D., in the magazine
Amazing Stories. The comic strip followed less
than a year later and was so successful that a
competitive spaceship adventure series, “Flash
Gordon,” appeared five years later.
I found out from further reading that “science fiction” had actually been around for over
60 years with French writer Jules Verne considered the “Father of Science Fiction” (although
some award that title to English author H.G.
Wells or American magazine publisher Hugo
Gernsback). Verne wrote about air, space, and
underwater travel before airplanes, spaceships, or
submarines had been invented.
In those early days of science fiction, the
“lead time” between fiction and fact was from
50 to 100 years; now it is much shorter. Additionally, the fiction and fact often intertwine in
different ways than years ago. The early writers were speculating on what might happen. In
some ways, some of the more recent writers are
actually part of the development process.
Case in point – the late famous Arthur C.

Clarke (“2001: A Space Odyssey”) did not originate the idea of geostationary satellites, his 1945
paper proposing their use as telecommunications
relays set the stage for the worldwide system in
place now. Clarke was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II in 1998, 10 years before his death.
Likewise, Isaac Asimov’s “Robot Series of
Short Stories and Novels,” written between 1942
and 1985, gave us the famous “Three Laws of
Robotics”:
A robot may not injure a human being or,
through inaction, allow a human being to come
to harm.
A robot must obey the orders given to it by
human beings, except where such orders would
conflict with the First Law.
A robot must protect its own existence as
long as such protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Laws.
Asimov later added another law, the “zenith
law,” to precede the others:
A robot may not harm humanity, or, by inaction, allow humanity to come to harm.
What is particularly interesting about
Asimov’s laws is that they have not only been
accepted throughout the science fiction world
as “the” guiding rules for robotics, they have also
been referred to in the literature of the major
robotic development projects and been referred
to by major robotic theorists such as Carnegie
Mellon’s Hans Moravec.
Star Trek contributor David Gerrold (author of the well known episode “The Trouble with
Tribbles,” also wrote two books about his Star
Trek experiences and wrote “Since I first wrote
that damn script for Gene / and the electrical picture
machine / Tribbles have chased their creator / From
here to Deacatur / Nobody knows of the tribbles I’ve
seen.”), brought us in 1972 a novel about computer intelligence, “When HARLIE Was One”
and, in 1998, revised it (and, in my opinion, made
it a superior book), with a slight title change,

When HARLIE Was One, Release 2.0. While
Gerrold’s book is far from the only book to deal
with the attempt to create and control sentient
artificial intelligence, it brought an insight into
“what might be” as research progressed.
The lead-time between fact and fiction
shrank dramatically consistent with the growth
of the Internet, which greatly accelerated all scientific progress. William Gibson was one of the
first to see the potential of the Internet and, in his
short story, “Burning Chrome” in 1982, coined
the term “cyberspace” which has become adapted
as the preferred description of the place out there
where all Internet content exists (when asked
to give a definition of cyberspace, writer Bruce
Sterling said “Where two people are together
when talking on the telephone” and Internet guru
John Perry Barlow said “Other than the change in
your pocket, it’s where they keep your money”). Gibson, whose 1984 novel, “Neuromancer”, provides
a dark picture of the virtual world to come, is
considered the initiator of the cyberpunk literary genre.
Sterling’s 1988 novel “Islands In the Net”
was prophetic in that, before the widespread use
of the Internet, the development of the World
Wide Web, and the use of mobile communications, the story was built around total wireless
communication, “Big Data” stores, data piracy
centered in the Grenada and terrorist attacks.
Sterling has constantly been “ahead of the curve”
both in his fiction and non-fiction writing and
currently maintains a blog, “Beyond the Beyond”
for Wired Magazine (http://www.wired.
com/beyond_the_beyond/).
As the use of the Internet was just about
to pick up steam with the advent of the World
Wide Web, Neal Stephenson’s 1992 novel,
“Snow Crash” gave us an indication of what
might come next – worlds of three-dimensional
virtual reality. In 2003, Linden Labs brought
Continued on page 5

News & Notes from Northern Westchester
Continued from page 3
niversary is creeping up… maybe I should stop
by. April showers may bring May flowers, but do
you know what else they bring… amphibians!
Bring your kids and their rain boots to Ward
Pound Ridge reservation for an amphibian walk
to learn about these creatures and their habitat
on Saturday, April 7th at 1:00 pm.
The Yorktown Historical Society presents
“Remembering Putnam’s Revolutionary Heroes,” on April 12th at the Hart Memorial Library in Shrub Oak.
With Earth Day approaching we should all
be thinking green and thinking about the environment. My wife tells me that her favorite consignment shop, The Preppy Turtle, in Bedford
Hills is full of fashion forward finds for spring.
From casual white jeans and spring dresses for
every occasion to boy’s shorts and navy blazers…

Mark Jeffers successfully spearheaded the launch of
MAR$AR Sports & Entertainment LLC in 2008.
As president he has seen rapid growth of the company
with the signing of numerous clients. He resides in
Bedford Hills, New York, with his wife Sarah, and
three daughters, Kate, Amanda, and Claire.

CREATIVE DISRUPTION

Interlude

By JOHN F. McMULLEN
In the 1986 film, “Star Trek
IV: The Voyage Home,” the
Star Trek crew came back in
time to the 20th Century to
prevent humpback whales
from becoming extinct (as
part of a story line too involved
to be explained here). In the
course of their visit back in
time, Enterprise engineer Montgomery Scott
(“Scotty”) needs the use of a computer to check
something and, when told by a technician in
the Cetacean Institute in Sausalito that he can
use his machine, a Macintosh, Scotty brings the
mouse up to his mouth and says “Computer.”The
20th Century characters look at him incredulously and the theatre audience cracked up!
Now I walk along and using an “app” on my
iPhone, “Say It Mail It,” talk into the phone and
e-mail my message to whomever I wish. Moreover, my iPhone is very much like the “Communicator” that Kirk used to talk to the Enterprise
while down on a hostile planet.
Kirk talking on a hand-held device without wired connection to speak to someone
thousands of miles away was science fiction just
twenty-six years ago; now it is commonplace.
Science fiction often becomes reality and, by the
time it does, we are prepared to accept it.
When I was very young, my first confrontation with such material was the weekly color
comic strip in the Saturday edition of the now
defunct New York Journal American, “Buck
Rogers in the 25th Century.” Buck, a 20th century pilot overcome by mine gasses in his time
had been miraculously preserved in suspended
animation until he was awakened five centuries
later and rapidly became the leader of the “good
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CREATIVE DISRUPTION

Interlude
Continued from page 4

Stephenson’s vision to reality with the introduction of “Second Life,” a 3D virtual platform intended for business, educational, and recreational
uses. In 2011, Second Life had over 1,000,000
active users. While that number of users is impressive, it is dwarfed by the 10.2 million users of
“World of Warcraft,” a 3D VR “massively multiplayer online role-playing game” (“MMORPG”) in December 2011, only seven years after
its introduction in 2004.
We have come a long way since Jules Verne.
We now have some science fiction writers with
PhDs in hard science, not only writing novels
but occasionally stepping beyond fiction to lead

us through non-fiction in consideration of where
we may be going. David Brin’s “The Transparent Society: Will Technology Force Us to Choose
Between Privacy and Freedom?” (winner of the
Freedom of Speech Award of the American Library
Association), written in 1998 before “9/11,” the
Patriot Act, and massive surveillance, previewed
the debates over privacy and security in our
“Brave New World” with cameras everywhere.
Vernor Vinge, a retired professor of mathematics and Hugo award winning author of novels
and novellas, opened up a whole new area of
speculation with his 1993 essay “The Coming
Technological Singularity” (http://www.aleph.
se/Trans/Global/Singularity/sing.html)
in which he states “Within thirty years, we will
have the technological means to create superhuman intelligence. Shortly after, the human era

will be ended.” The discussion and speculation in
this area has been led by computer scientist and
futurist Ray Kurzweil, whose 2005 momentous
tome on the subject, “The Singularity is Near” is
a must-read. Kurzweil also maintains an Internet list, Kurzweil AI (http://www.kurzweilai.
net/) which constantly provides information on
where “we are going.”
For slightly less than 150 years, science fiction writers have been attempting to show us
“we are going.” Often they have gotten it wrong
– we still don’t have Buck Rogers’ flying belts –
but they have been right enough times to warrant our attention. Along the way, their prophetic
writing has warranted the attention of the scientists, engineers, and thinkers whose skills have
made the prophecies come true – with shorter
and shorter lead-time.

Pay Attention!
Creative Disruption is a continuing series
examining the impact of constantly accelerating
technology on the world around us. These changers
normally happen under our personal radar until we
find that the world as we knew it is no more.

John F. McMullen has been involved in technology
for over 40 years and has written about it for major
publications. He may be found on Facebook and his
current non-technical writing, a novel, “The Inwood
Book” and “New & Collected Poems by johnmac the
bard” are available on Amazon. He is a professor at
Purchase College and has previously taught at Monroe College, Marist College and the New School For
Social Research.

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Peter von Bagh
By SHERIF AWAD

In its 41st edition that took
place last January, the International Film Festival
in Rotterdam (IFFR) paid
a tribute to Finnish filmmaker and curator Peter
von Bagh by showing a
retrospective of sixteen of his documentaries
that retrace the history of arts and cinema in
Finland. New Yorkers might also be familiar
with the works of this great film historian since
the Helsinki-based DocPoint Festival, the largest documentary festival in the Nordic region,
collaborated last year with DocPoint NYC
by showing some of von Bagh documentaries
among a collection of fifty other Finnish documentaries in different venues like MoMA, the
Scandinavia House, 92YTribeca and UnionDocs. Then, last October, von Bagh was in attendance to present his four-hour documentary
series Sodankyla Forever in the New York Film

Peter von Bagh.

Festival.
In addition to fifty documentaries to his
credit, von Bagh, now 69 years old, has been
teaching film history for twelve years at the
University of Art and Design in Helsinki. Jury
member in the Cannes Festival 2004, he has also

Peter von Bagh, Aki Kaurisma and John Boorman in Midnight Sun Festival.
founded two festivals; one in Sodankyla, Finland
and another in Bologna, Italy. He also has written more than 30 books about film (including a
World Film History and “History of Century,”

a history of documentary film) and a dialogue
book with Aki Kaurismaki. He worked all his
life in radio and television, edited Finland’s leadContinued on page 6
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Peter von Bagh
Continued from page 5

ing film magazine Filmihull for decades. Humbly, von Bagh does not carry business cards as
he warmly writes his contacts when he is asked.
For admirers of his work, his handwriting can be
treasured as an autograph.
In IFFR, I exchanged a conversation with
von Bagh just after seeing his new documentary - Splinters: A Century of an Artistic Family,
in which he retraced the history of Finland, the
painful path to independence and the development from a poor rural backwater to a prime
example of progress and liberalism. This was

Splinters.
done through the story of three generations of
one Finnish family, called The Aho’s. “It was a
privilege for me to document the story of this
magnificent piece of Finnish history instead of
making a film about two brothers who make
documentaries together, which is something
common around the world,” explains von Bagh,
whose poetic Splinters answers an impressionistic style the questions the meaning of family ties
and the love of the arts. In 1911, Juhani Aho
wrote Juha, a luminary of Nordic literature that
was made into a narrative film in 1999; his wife,

Venny Soldan-Brofeldt, was among Finland’s
first female painters; his sons, Heikki Aho and
Bjorn Soldan became pioneers of Finnish documentary cinema; his grand-daughter Claire was
among the country’s leading (fashion and ad-art)
photographers of the 1950s and 1960s.
Splinters is also a continuation of the special type of documentaries which von Bagh
describes as “an essay” or “a compilation documentary” because this genre aesthetically relies
on archival materials retracing the history of humankind and its means of creativity. “I rarely use
camera except for necessary interviews because I
am a great believer in the collage form. For me,
I always find it illogical to walk through history
with a camera in your own hands. The footage
that I dig and use proves that these filmmakers
had a camera-eye with a great
vision I highly respect. In front
of their work, I feel not very assured of my own capacity,”, he
humbly shares.
Throughout his works,
von Bogh continued to investigate human expressions that
were practiced before and during the existence of moving
images. His interest in both
history and cinema drove him
to create Helsinki Forever, in
which he navigated in the
works of Finnish filmmakers
who created memorable narratives and documentaries over a
period of one hundred years.“It
is a topic I have been working
on during the last ten years; Assembling the testimony of artists through their
arts like paintings, drawings and photography. I
think my most important work in this context
was the ten-hour TV documentary series Blue
Song, Finnish Arts that I directed in 2004 because
it retraced the history of Finland during the 20th
century through the works of painters, writers
and filmmakers. In each episode, I focused on a
decade and half of the past century only to discover that each one of these artists and filmmakers had similar concerns and topics they depicted
each in their own ways”, he says.

Although the Finnish cinema has a long
history, with the first film produced and screened
in 1907, regional theatres are currently showing
lot of American films and few European films,
which influenced contemporary filmmakers to
imitate Hollywood action and romantic comedies. “Right now, I don’t have deep faith about
narrative filmmakers in Finland. However, documentarians still pioneer in reprising interesting
topics. I am a great admirer of Pirjo Honkasalo
who presented the award-winning and powerful documentary The Three Rooms of Melancholia
about the Chechen conflict and also Markku
Lehmuskallio who got an acclaim around the
world with his documentaries like The Raven’s
Dance about Scandinavian mythology”, he says.
Being credited as writer-director and sometimes narrator of his documentaries, von Bagh
has his own method of creation that he has based
on research. “I use my pure instinct as I never
write a script beforehand. Sometimes I work
on gathering the footage and information for
three months without even starting a montage.

Helsinki Forever.
Then, something spontaneous happens. It clicks
like Americans say and it is already there: a final
version. The more difficult to find the harmony
for this final version, the more it is interesting
to me. I am happy that nobody has paid me to
make a film I didn’t want to do. I always worked
as an outsider with the Finnish television that
was supporting my documentaries in the past.
However, the system has now been changed
but not for the better. Right now, outsiders are
blocked out and the TV doesn’t want our services although the rise of the two filmmakers I

A new Finnish comedy, Hollywood style.
mentioned, and many others, was so dependent
on the national TV. Maybe the ones in charge
are afraid that our documentaries become more
political. It is a really big cultural scandal in Finland”, he firmly says.
For twenty-five years, the legendary Midnight Sun Film Festival has brought the most
famous filmmakers each June beyond the Arctic Circle to the small village of Sodankyla, in
Finland’s Lapland - where the sun never sets.
Founded by Aki and Mika Kaurismaki along
with Anssi Manttari and Peter Von Bagh, the
festival has played host to an international who’s
who of directors. One of the main themes of
the festival is to show films without a break
all day and night long, while the sun keeps on
shining.”All the great director of the world came,
nobody said no. It is a beautiful and special event
because it is so informal and has absolute concentration into films. Every morning, there is a
public discussion with one filmmaker. However,
the audience doesn’t talk. It is only me and filmmaker in a concentrated discussion like psychoanalysis. I have been doing it on for many years
and I think I have found my own method. It is
not about revisiting their career in chronological order but basically to set a dialog. That’s quite
different from other festivals where you have
these Q&A’s and directors are like a joke machine, pretending to be funny and humoristic”,
says von Bagh who has also founded Cinema
Ritrovato Festival in Bologna, which became
a meeting point for film historians and great
scriptwriters. Working hard in the last couple of
yours, von Bagh intends to take a break before
his two festivals commence next June.
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a film/video
critic and curator. He is the film editor of Egypt Today Magazine, and the artistic director for both the
Alexandria Film Festival, in Egypt, and the Arab
Rotterdam Festival, in The Netherlands. He also
contributes to Variety, in the United States, and Variety Arabia, in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
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Railroad Pioneers, 1: The Hudson Valley
the Phoenix in 1809 that successfully ventured
out on the open ocean, and the Juliana in 1811,
a steam ferry for the New York to Hoboken run.
In 1815, Stevens obtained from the New
Jersey legislature a charter to build a steam railroad from New Brunswick to Trenton. Unfortunately, he was a better engineer than salesman.
At a time when U.S. policy was to invest a grow-

By ROBERT SCOTT
So much attention is paid historically to the Hudson as an
artery of commerce and travel
that we often forget that the
Hudson Valley was the birthplace of the American railroad.
The thriving sloop and
steamboat traffic on the river had one significant disadvantage: It came to a halt in the winter
when the river froze.
The power of steam was first demonstrated
in England, where steam-driven pumps had
long kept British coal mines free of water. And
in 1803 Richard Trevithick had built and demonstrated the first locomotive on the tracks of a
tramway in southern Wales.
Several railroad pioneers played key roles in
bringing steam locomotives to the Hudson Valley early in the nineteenth century. The first was
Col. John Stevens, a visionary engineer and inventor, and a distinguished veteran of the Revolutionary War.

Colonel Stevens’s “Steam
Wagon”

In 1812, Stevens published a pamphlet with
a ponderous title, Documents Tending to Prove the
Superior Advantages of Railways and Steam Car-

Wealthy New Yorker Philip Hone headed the
Delaware & Hudson Canal company. He
resigned after being appointed mayor of the city
in 1826. This painting by John Wesley Jarvis is in
the M.H. de Young Museum in San Francisco.
riages over Canal Navigation.
This first-published American work on railroads predicted that locomotives could be built
that would reach speeds of 50 miles per hour and
perhaps even twice that speed. According to Stevens, rail transportation costs would one day be
cheaper than those of canals.
Stevens was no stranger to steam propulsion.
He had already built two successful steamboats:

The Stourbridge Lion in an old lithograph from
“Scientific American.”
ing government surplus in canal-building projects, Stevens could not raise the necessary capital
for a rail line.
When Stevens learned in 1825 that a
26-mile-long railroad had been built between
Stockton and Darlington in England, he became convinced of the soundness of his idea.

On his estate in Hoboken--now the site of the
prestigious Stevens Institute of Technology--he
constructed a 630-foot circular track. Over this
he ran an experimental one-cylinder steam engine that powered a cog wheel meshing with a
centered toothed rail. The two wooden running
rails were covered with strap-iron.
Stevens’ engine, called by him a “Steam
Wagon,” traveled over the track at speeds of up
to 12 miles per hour. Its vertical boiler’s pressure
reached an astonishing 500 pounds per square

The Stourbridge Lion replica in full color.
inch.
His railroad idea was a case of bad timing.
At that moment some 500 cannon, spaced within earshot of one another, were poised to relay
news from Buffalo to New York City that the
Erie Canal had been completed.
Continued on page 8
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Railroad Pioneers, 1: The Hudson Valley
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The Delaware & Hudson Canal

During the country’s canal-building mania,
promoters conceived the Delaware & Hudson
Canal to link the Hudson with the Delaware
River.
The impetus for this venture was New York
City’s desire to replace wood as a source of fuel
with anthracite coal from northeastern Pennsylvania. Anthracite burned cleaner and cost half as
much as wood. The problem lay in getting the
shiny black chunks over the Catskills to the Hudson River.

from Orange and Sullivan counties, had formed
the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.
When novelist Washington Irving visited
the burgeoning settlement, he suggested that it be
named Honesdale to honor his friend. In return,
Hone playfully gave the name Irving Cliff to a
steep ledge of rocks overlooking the town.
. By the time the canal was completed, the
company’s funds were nearly exhausted. The
directors sought aid from New York State. Its
canal-friendly legislature granted the Delaware
& Hudson a loan of a half million dollars, taking
a mortgage on the canal right of way and voting

Allen purchased it on the spot, asking only that
its name be changed to America before being
shipped.
At Foster, Rastrick and Co., engine builders
in Stourbridge, Allen ordered three locomotives:
The Stourbridge Lion and two others to be named
Delaware and Hudson.
Shipped from London in November, the
America arrived in New York on January 15, 1829.
Perplexingly, its name then disappears from company records.
The Stourbridge Lion arrived in New York
City on May 13, 1829 aboard the ship John Jay. It
had cost the canal company $3,663.30.
A nine-horsepower machine capable of
hauling 60 tons at a speed of five miles per hour,
it ran on four flanged wheels of oak fitted with
heavy wrought iron rims. A picture of a lion’s head
had been painted on the front of the boiler.
The Stourbridge Lion was offloaded at the
West Point Foundry’s wharf on the Hudson River at the foot of Beach Street in New York City.

on rails in the U.S. Although he didn’t know it,
Allen had inadvertently become the first American locomotive engineer.
The fact that all mention of the America, the
first locomotive purchased from the Stephensons,
had disappeared from company records long
puzzled railroad historians. Only recently the
truth was discovered. After having been brought
to Honesdale, the America blew up while being tested on July 26, 1829. Then as now, stock
companies like the Delaware & Hudson tended
to conceal unfavorable news that might cause a
plunge in stock prices.
Despite Allen’s successful demonstration,
the directors of the canal company were afraid
to use the new contraption. If the test run had
showed anything, it was that the sharper curves
and rougher roadbeds in the U.S. were too much
for the rigid frames of British locomotives. Horses
and mules would pull the heavily laden coal cars
from the mines to Honesdale until the canal
closed 70 years later.

The Stourbridge Lion’s first run, depicted by artist Clyde Osmer.
The company was set up on March 8, 1825,
with Philip Hone as president, Benjamin Wright,
builder of the Erie Canal, as chief engineer, and
John B. Jervis as his assistant. Jervis had begun his
career as an axman clearing brush for surveying
parties on the Erie Canal but quickly assumed
more responsibility. He would succeed Wright as
chief engineer of the Delaware & Hudson two
years later.
On July 13, 1825, citizens of Ulster, Orange
and Sullivan counties met at the summit of the
watershed along what is today Route 209, between Ellenville and Wurtsboro. With enthusiastic songs, prayers and speeches, canal digging
began. Canal company president Hone was the
featured speaker. Later that year, after being appointed Mayor of New York City, he resigned as
president under the pressure of mayoral duties.
After some three years of labor by 2,500
workmen, the canal was completed. To conserve
scarce capital, it terminated at Dyberry Forks in
Pennsylvania, seven miles short of the originally
planned terminus. The mines still lay 16 miles to
the west, behind the formidable barrier called Mt.
Moosic. Jervis devised an ingenious system of inclined planes to bring the loaded coal cars over the
mountain.
The community that sprang up at the canal
terminus took its name, Honesdale, from Philip
Hone, who in April of 1823, with several investors

the company the privilege of borrowing $300,000
elsewhere.
A rail line was surveyed from Carbondale, the
town that had sprung up around the mines, to the
canal terminus. Like other industrial “railroads,”
the initial plan called for the use of horses as motive power on level sections of the line.
Coal from mines near Carbondale moved
by rail to Honesdale, where it was transferred to
barges for the 108-mile journey to the Hudson.
In October 1828, the first barge, carrying only ten
tons of coal--the channel still needed deepening-began its trip to Kingston. Here it was loaded
aboard sloops and transported to New York City.
A New York newspaper reported on December 10, “The sloop Toleration arrived this day from
Kingston with a cargo of coal, the first fruits of the
Delaware and Hudson Canal.” The D&H was a
financial success from the start.

The Stourbridge Lion

Farsighted John Jervis was convinced that a
locomotive would be better than horses or mules
for hauling coal to the canal. In the fall of 1828
he persuaded the directors to send 26-year-old
Horatio Allen, a company engineer, to England
to inspect and purchase locomotives.
Allen visited Robert Stephenson and Co., in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne in England and found a
four-coupled locomotive, The Pride of Newcastle.

The Stourbridge Lion replica is exhibited in the Wayne County Historical Society Museum in
Honesdale. The building formerly housed the Delaware & Hudson Canal company’s offices.
According to the Morning Courier and New York
Inquirer of June 12, 1829, it was set up on blocks
and tested by Horatio Allen.
The newspaper reported that it had a horizontal boiler 16-1/2 feet long and two cylinders
of three-foot stroke, with the power applied to the
wheels about 12 inches from the center.
Having passed Allen’s tests, the locomotive
was lashed to the deck of the packet Congress on
July 16, and brought up the Hudson to Rondout
Creek and then through the canal to Honesdale,
arriving on August 5.
The big worry was that the warped and
cracked hemlock stringers topped by strap-iron
rails would not hold up, nor would a 30-foot
trestle support the seven-ton locomotive.
“The impression was very general,” Horatio
Allen would later recall, “that the iron monster
would either break down the road or that it would
leave the track at the curve and plunge into the
creek.”
“Preferring, if we did go down, to go down
handsomely and without any evidence of timidity,” Allen opened the throttle. On August 8, 1829,
history was made. The Stourbridge Lion became
the first full-sized locomotive to successfully run

The historic engine was allowed to rust away
in a shed alongside the track. Parts of the original,
including the boiler, were acquired by the Smithsonian Institution and are now on display at the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Museum in Baltimore, Md.
A hundred years after Horatio Allen’s shortlived demonstration of steam power, the Delaware & Hudson Railroad, the canal’s successor,
constructed an exact replica of the Stourbridge
Lion in its Colonie, N.Y., shops and exhibited it at
the Chicago Century of Progress

Exposition in 1933.

Today that same Stourbridge Lion is on display at the Wayne County Historical Society’s
museum in the D&H’s former office building
in Honesdale. Quite properly, this attractive little
Pennsylvania town calls itself “the birthplace of
the American railroad.”

In next week’s article, Robert Scott will describe the
work of the famous West Point Foundry at Cold
Spring, builder of some of the first steam locomotives
for America’s railroads. Robert Scott is a semi-retired
book publisher and local historian. He lives in Crotonon-Hudson, N.Y.
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Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

Movie Review: “Free Men” (+)

The plot of this movie is unusual and the performances of the two principals are outstanding.
It is a powerful film that is worth seeing.
Younes (Tahar Rahim), an Algerian Arab living in Paris during the Nazi occupation, is a black
marketeer. Si Kaddour Benghabrit (Michael
Lonsdale) runs a Muslim community center in
Paris.
Lonsdale is a gifted actor who has often appeared in French films shown in the U.S. Rahim,
whom I don’t recall seeing before, is outstanding.
He has a handsome, rugged face that mirrors his
emotions. I wouldn’t be surprised if he was signed
by Hollywood and became as big a star as Omar
Sharif, the wonderful Egyptian actor who has
now retired.
The story, which alleges to be true to some
extent, concerns a Muslim center in Paris during
the Nazi occupation in World War II. Kaddour,
who allows the center to hide Jews, must deal with
the Nazis who regularly visit the center. Younes is
picked up by the French police and Gestapo. In
exchange for his liberty, he is required by them to
monitor the Muslim center.
One of the well-known Muslim artists who
performs at the center is an acclaimed singer and
musician, Salim Hilali (Mahmoud Shalaby). He
is in fact a Jew and is suspected as such by the
Muslim community. Younes becomes his friend
and also joins the Muslim-French underground.

The center tries to aid Salim when necessary by
telling the Nazis he is a Muslim. The storyline includes scenes of actions taken against the Nazis as
well as the killing of a Muslim working for them.
As I sat watching the French police rounding
up Jews, a few of whom were saved by righteous
French and Arab citizens, I could not help but
think of the Jews in America who have deserted
the people of the State of Israel and become their
tormenters.
Not long ago, I attended a fundraiser for
President Barrack Obama. Many in the crowd
were Jewish supporters. One person said to the
president, ”I know this is an election year, but
isn’t there some way you could pressure Israel
to provide more concessions?” To his credit the
president replied, “We are not forcing Israel to do
anything. It is for the two parties to negotiate a
settlement.”
I recently read an op-ed in The New York
Times written by Peter Beinart, once the editor
of The New Republic. He has a reputation for being highly intelligent and for being an enfant terrible. He proudly stated that his children are in
Hebrew School. His contribution to Israel’s welfare is urging an American boycott of West Bank
Jewish settlement products to force Israel back to
the Green Line. Not a word requiring Hamas
to give up terror and rescind its charter demanding that every Jew who entered historic Palestine
since 1917 must leave, or requiring the Palestinian

Movie Review:
“The Deep Blue Sea” (+)

The film is primarily a very sensitive display
of a young woman’s emotions. Set in England in
the 1950’s, this period piece includes iconic automobiles, and fireplaces turned on by inserting a
shilling. World War II still dominates the lives of
those who lived through it.
Hester Collyer (Rachel Weisz), perhaps in
her 30’s, is married to a judge, Sir William Collyer
(Simon Russell Beale), who appears to be twice
her age. William is clearly in love with Hester,
but his insufferable and domineering mother
(Barbara Jefford), who makes him much less of a
man, continues to dominate his lifestyle.
Through her husband, Hester meets Freddie
Page (Tom Hiddleston), a pilot in the war. The
two become lovers. She moves in with him hoping that he will provide the sensuality and physical
intimacy she longs for. Told by William that he
will never consent to a divorce, Hester tries to kill
herself. Freddie, a callow young man who never
quite understands Hester, threatens to leave her
adding to her instability.
The acting of the three principals is first rate.
While I thought the script, based on a play by Terence Rattigan, was incomplete, the movie is well
worth seeing.

Henry Stern said: The cinematography, the
scenery and the settings make the picture reasonably interesting to watch. The characters are competent professionals, but their actions do not make
Continued on page 10

Authority to negotiate in good faith. Not a word demanding that
Hamas stop rocketing southern Israel, sometimes
at a rate of 150 rockets in a single day.
Beinart objects to Israel’s referring to the
West Bank by its biblical names of Samaria and
Judea which had been the area’s names for 3,000
years. West Bank, he says, was imposed by Jordan
when it occupied Israel for 19 years, the implication being that Israel should use it now. The Jews
call the temple area The Temple Mount. Arabs
call it The Noble Sanctuary. Are the Jews now
required to use the Arab name for their Holy of
Holies built first by King Solomon and then by
King Herod?
Some members of a food coop in Brooklyn are seeking to have that coop boycott Israeli
products. What an outrage. Those individuals
undoubtedly read the papers reporting on Muslim countries in the region threatening Israel’s very
existence. In the case of Syria, its government is
engaged in killing thousands of its own citizens.
Hamas in Gaza deliberately rockets Israel, threatening civilians and towns, and these people are
silent. Apparently, condemning and punishing

Israel is their main goal which I think is an outrage. This week the coop, by a vote of 1005 to 653,
voted the referendum down. Congratulations.
I cannot understand these people, often
American Jews, who are working to undermine
the State of Israel while ignoring the very real
threats to its existence coming from its Arab
neighbors and Iran. I prefer the Muslims of the
film who sought to save Jewish lives.
(“Free Men” is in French, with English subtitles.)

Page 10

MOVIE REVIEW
Movie Review:
“The Deep Blue Sea” (+)
Continued from page 9
enormous sense. There is no explanation for the
marital malaise. The problem is with the empty
and unconvincing plot; the mismatched couple
might do better with new objects of desire. The
picture should interest 20th century theater buffs,
in particular fans of the talented Rachel Weisz.
Visit the Mayor at the Movies to learn more: http://
www.mayorkoch.com/. The Honorable Edward Irving Koch served as a member of member of Congress
from New York State from 1969 through 1977, and
New York City as its 105th Mayor from 1978 to 1989.

people

Scarsdale Sales
Manager Honored
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THE SOUNDS
OFBLUE
By Bob Putignano
The story supposedly goes that Osborne
personally selected the tunes for this disc, tracks
originally authored by the likes of John Mayall,
Sonny Boy Williamson, Muddy, Bill Withers, Otis Redding and others. She also used her
longtime guitarist and producer Jack Petruzzelli,
as her co-producer. Yet “Bring It On Home” fails
to deliver the goods.
Readily apparent on the opening “I Don’t
Need No Doctor” (by the recently departed
Nick Ashford,) it’s obvious that this recording is
going to be difficult to endure. Osborne’s voice
just doesn’t fit, and the band (while attempting
to soar) misses the mark, the horn section is also
lame. Willie Dixon’s title track is even worse as
Osborne struggles to invoke passion. The rocking “Roll Like a Big Wheel” by Olive Brown, is
a better fit, but still lacks legitimacy. Ike Turner’s
“Game of Love” comes across quirky. Mayall’s
“Broken Wings” is by far the best track where
Osborne is finally vocally comfortable, but it’s
not likely this will have anyone running to pur-

Joan Osborne
“Bring It On Home” Saguaro Road Records

chase this album off of one track, as it’s also unspectacular. Even the great Allen Toussaint can’t
impact his own “Shoorah! Shoorah!” Osborne
takes a second run at Dixon on “I Want to Be
Loved,” and it should have left it behind on the
cutting room floor. By now you get the vibe, as
covers by Bill Withers, James Moore, Otis Redding, Al Green and others don’t cut it, though
the closing “Rhymes” (by Al Green) is somewhat tolerable.
Even though ‘Bring It On Home’ was recorded live at the Waterfront Studios in Hudson, NY, engineer Henry Hirsch utilized an
analog twenty-four track Studer tape recorder to
attempt to recreate the warm analogue sound of
past eras, but the sound here is mostly frigid and
offers no glow and/or warmth whatsoever.
The impressive guest musicians Barbecue
Bob Pomeroy (harmonica), Allen Toussaint
(piano on his own authored track,) vocalists
the Holmes Brothers,Rufus Thomas’ daughter,
Vaneese Thomas, and the usually reliable Jimmy

Vivino assembled all horn arrangements. Yet
none of these fine musicians raise the bar nearly
enough to salvage this misguided recording. In
summary, Caveat Emptor; proceed at your own
risk, and don’t say you weren’t forewarned.
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

THE SPOOF

SCARSDALE, NY -- Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage announced that Linda Roth,
managing broker of the Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage office in Scarsdale, was recently
awarded the prestigious President’s Council
award.
This highly coveted honor recognizes those
branch managers who demonstrate exemplary
leadership and management skills. Roth was one
of 157 managers recognized nationwide by NRT,
the parent of Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.
“Linda has clearly demonstrated an unrelenting commitment to real estate and her sales
team over the years,” said Cathleen Smith, president of Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage
in Connecticut and Westchester County. “I am
very proud of Linda for achieving this exceptional
honor and anticipate another year of success for
her.”
A 45-year Westchester resident, Roth has
served as an associate broker and managing broker and has more than 40 years of experience in
residential real estate. She has led the Coldwell
Banker Residential Brokerage Scarsdale office
for the last 10 years. Under Roth’s leadership, the
Scarsdale office has been recognized as Coldwell
Banker Residential Brokerage’s top-producing
office in Westchester County.
The Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage
office in Scarsdale is located at 870 Scarsdale Avenue. Roth can be reached there at (914) 723-3340.

Lady Gaga’s New Easter Outfit Provides a Peeps Show
By GAIL FARRELLY
Make no mistake. It’s not a
“peep” show.
Take your mind out of the
gutter and see that we’re talking about peeps. Y’know those
soft marshmallow candies (yellow chickens and pink bunnies
are the most popular) that folks either love or
love to hate. Less creative people buy them to
stuff into Easter baskets. Not Lady Gaga. She
bought boxes and boxes of them and ordered
her designers to make a dress (with shoes and a
matching shawl) out of them.
She’s told friends it was time for a change.
While at first she loved her meat dress, she’s

grown tired of it. “Too bloody tough,” she reported, adding, “well actually, make that bloody
and tough.”
Lady G was honest in a chat with reporters
about the pros and cons of her new outfit. “On
the positive side, if I get hungry I always have a
snack available,” she said, as she bit off a tiny bit
of her shawl to chew on. She continued, “And
the peeps shoes are soft and comfy. Who cares
if the high heels are a little wobbly?” She admits
that that her large picture hat has been somewhat of a problem. “The sweetness of the peeps
attracts a lot of bees and other insects,” she complained, “but it’s not a big deal.” She confided
that she just waves them away, using those little
circular waves often used by Queen Elizabeth

Learn more about The Farrelly Sisters - Authors: http://www.farrellysistersonline.com/
on the Internet.

ing writer, historian and Chappaqua resident
Bert Sugar died at the age of 75. Sugar, was an
authority on the world of boxing, and was inducted into the Boxing Hall of Fame in 2005.
He wrote a number of books and attended hundreds of boxing matches, including the three
featuring Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier. I
remember his friendly card games on a train or
two heading home from Grand Central. He will
be missed…
Yonkers’ Christella Cepeda outpounched

Tiffany Chen to win the 141-pound women’s
division at the 85th Annual Golden Gloves finals
at The Theater at Madison Square Garden.
Congratulations to Mount Vernon’s Isaiah
Cousins as he has committed to play basketball
at the University of Oklahoma, Cousins had an
official visit to the university recently and made
his decision while he was in there.
UConn, Virginia Tech, Dayton and Xavier
were the other schools recruiting Cousins. The
Continued on page 11

and other Royals.
Lady Gaga told her fans to spread the word
that there are many more peeps shows to come.
Having discovered that peeps come in many sizes, designs and colors, she’s ordered tons of “raw
materials” that are awaiting transformation into
special outfits for all the holidays in the coming
year. Lady G winked and told her fans to think
Halloween pumpkins, Thanksgiving turkeys,
and Christmas stockings -- the soft and squishy
variety.
With a Royal wave, she hopped into her
eggmobile for the ride home.

SPORTSSCENE

Sports Scene
By MARK JEFFERS

Welcome to this edition of
“Sports Scene,” where we take a
look at the sports action here in
Westchester County…
We start off this week with
some sad news to report…Box-
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SPORTSSCENE

Sports Scene
Continued from page 10

6’4” senior guard earned “Mr. Basketball” honors from Section 1 as he led Mount Vernon to
a 23-3 record.
Three cheers to Cousins’ coach Bob Cimmino as Bob was inducted into the state basketball Hall of Fame.
Good luck to retiring New Rochelle wrestling coach Jim Guccione, he is stepping down
after 26 seasons and 258 career wins, a well deserved retirement, Jim…
In Boys Lax action, it was Pelham getting
by Ossining 7 to 5, Brian Buckley had 2 goals
for the winners and Byram Hills beat North
Rockland 6-6, Jake Kalser had a hat rick (3
goals) for the Byram Hills. On the girls side,
Lakeland/Panas crushed Hen Hud 18 to 5 with
Alexa Bonnes scoring 7 goals for Panas…while
Somers shot by Kennedy 16 to 4, Emma Schurr
and Clare Roediger each scored 3 goals for the
victors.
On the softball diamond, it was Panas shut-

ting out Haldane by the final tally of 14 to 0.
In baseball, New Rochelle thumped Eastchester 11-0; Jayson Gray led the way with a
homerun and 4 RBI’s. Hastings beat Edgemont
4 to 3 and Panas came from five runs down to
defeat John Jay 6-5.
Turning to golf, Hen Hud defeated Beacon
250 to 306, remember in golf the lower score
wins…
Over on the tennis courts, John Jay aced
Carmel 7-0 and Yorktown beat Somers 5 to 2.
Off to the track we go, no not the horse track
at Yonkers Raceway, but a look at the action in
high school track and field, the Edgemont boys
team ran by Eastchester by the score of 66 to 55
and the Edgemont girls were also victorious over
Eastchester 91-39.
The Westchester Indoor track co-athletes of
the season were Thomas Johnson from White
Plains and Steven Dayle of Mount Vernon…
nice work guys!
In Westchester college sports action, it was
Mercy College scoring a late goal from Yorktown’s John Fitzgerald to defeat Molloy 12 to 11.
Lace up those skates and head over to the

EYE ON THEATRE

Good News
By JOHN SIMON

The arrival of the Disney musical “Newsies” from the New
Jersey Paper Mill Playhouse is
a providential surprise: a boon
to every member of the family, from kid to grandparent. It
guarantees two hours’ respite
from the depressing news besieging us from
newspapers, television and computers alike.
With its very large cast and elaborate scenery, it might have seemed risky business, calling
for limited engagement as the marquee asserts;
but given its sustained high quality, it promises
lengthy survival for its glad tidings.
Based on actual events, it is the story of the
young orphans who made a precarious living
from selling newspapers, here focusing on those
of Joseph Pulitzer’s World. They had to pay for
this dubious privilege as well as put up with be-

Jeremy Jordan as Jack Kelly in Newsies.

ing treated with scorn by the distributing Wiesel,
spied on by the vicious Spider, and roughed up
(though they fought back gallantly) by Pulitzer’s
goons.
Yet what a plucky, charming lot they are,
headed by the charismatic Jack Kelly, and later
joined by Davey, whose respectable father was
cruelly fired, and his sassy younger brother Les,
who achieve their own hard-won prominence.
Unexpected support comes from courageous
young Katherine, World columnist, who turns
out to be the greedy and ruthless Pulitzer’s
daughter, and is in love with the barely believing Jack.
There is much more to what happens, in
fighting the boss, to a doughty gang of nicely
characterized newsies, all of it amusing and
touching in Harvey Fierstein’s lively book. Add
to this Jack Feldman’s apt lyrics and expert direction by Jeff Calhoun, and even if you saw the
previous movie version, this one will supply profuse happy novelties.
Continued on page 12

Kara Lindsay as Katherine Plumber and Jeremy
Jordan as Jack Kelly in Newsies.

Playland Ice Casino in Rye for the International
Junior Hockey League tryouts on April 5, 7 and
10th.
Congratulations and good luck to our good
friend Julia Raue, as the senior from the Fox
Lane girls basketball team has decided to continue her career and education in upstate New
York’s St. Lawrence University, joining her sister
Caroline, who runs cross-country for the school.
Westchester County native Jimmy Kennedy, a defensive lineman for the Super Bowl
Champion New York Giants, will return to
the area April 19th for a visit with his former
coaches, teachers and teammates at Roosevelt
High School in Yonkers. I wonder if he has his
championship ring yet…
Do you suppose NY Jets fans could develop
a new injury…called the Tebow knee, just a
thought…see you next week.

Mark Jeffers successfully spearheaded the launch of
MAR$AR Sports & Entertainment LLC in 2008.
As president he has seen rapid growth of the company
with the signing of numerous clients. He resides in
Bedford Hills, New York, with his wife Sarah, and
three daughters, Kate, Amanda, and Claire.

St. Lawrence University bound hoop star Julia
Raue in action.

Michael J. Bargallo, Sales Consultant at Yonkers Honda
2000 Central Park Avenue, Yonkers, NY 10710.
T: 914-961-8180, ext. 226. C: 914-347-342-2762
mailto:mbargallo22@gmail.com
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Good News

Continued from page 11
Happiest of all may be Christopher Gattelli’s stunning choreography, immensely acrobatic
but no less terpsichorean, executed to perfection
by an ensemble cast too numerous for individual
mention. In appropriate costumes by Jess Goldstein and with spirited lighting by Jeff Croiter,
delight is heaped on delight.
Alan Menken, the veteran composer of
many hit scores, from “Little Shop of Horrors” to
“Beauty and the Beast”; from “The Little Mermaid” to “Sister Act.” is not quite in top form
here, but provides serviceable enough numbers
for a cast singing as winningly as they act. Cheers
for Jeremy Jordan (Jack), Ben Fankhauser (Davey), John Dossett (Pulitzer) along with boos for
his wickedness, and adorable little Matthew J.
Schechter (Les). Wonderfully welcome is the
newcomer Kara Lindsay, a Katherine as pretty
and talented as they come.
Special kudos to Tobin Ost’s scenery, large
structures that move about as nimbly as the
dancers, and, abetted by various scrims and suggestive projections by Sven Ortel, conjure up a
marvelously far-flung urban look and effectively
harbor scattered goings-on. In supporting roles
like Crutchie (a newsie valiantly overcoming a
game leg), Medda Larkin (a sympathetic burlesque figure) and Kevin Carolan (the friendly
Governor Teddy Roosevelt), Andrew KeenanBolger, Capathia Jenkins and Kevin Carolan
provide rousing assistance.
Surely you, too, will want to support the efforts of these staunch newsies to unionize and

Jeremy Jordan as Jack Kelly and the cast of
Newsies.

The ensemble of Newsies.

bring all despotic newspaper publishers to heel.
So don’t wait; hurry up to blow the “Limited
Engagement” label to tarnation.
Something perfectly appalling called “Now.
Here. This” by the self-indulgent quartet from
“[title of show]” has descended upon us. If their
earlier absurdity had not been rather well received, we would have been spared this genuine
abortion. Once again concocted by Hunter Bell
and Susan Blackwell, with ridiculous music and

lyrics by Jeff Bowen, who act it along with Heidi
Blickenstaff, this is something I find too idiotic
to write about. Unless you are addicted to mostly
gay or sentimental trivia, with its gaze hardly
extending beyond the perpetrators’ navels, you
are advised to stay safely away from this piece of
overage juvenilia.

Renew Your Faith With Easter’s Joy

at a Passover dinner. In Christ’s time Jews
were celebrating their killing of a lamb after
God brought the people of Israel safely from
Egypt. God had sent a terrible plague on the
Egyptians, the last of which destroyed the
oldest son of each family. But God helped the
Israelites to escape this death by telling them
to sacrifice a lamb and put its blood on their
doorpost. Then the angel would “pass over” the
house and their first-born would not die.
At the present time, in some years, this
Passover celebration still coincides with the
Christian celebration on Holy Thursday commemorating Christ’s last supper. However,
in 525 Easter Sunday was set as the Sunday
after the full moon which follows the 21st of
March. This results in an Easter Sunday that is
celebrated from March 22 to April 25.
Christians of many denominations acknowledge Jesus Christ’s coming as an undeniable truth in their faith. Christ’s life is a
central belief and a testament to their faith
, which began with the first Christian community and has continued through the ages.
At Easter the renewing of the Baptismal vow
and welcoming of converts to the religion re-

Photos by and courtesy of Deen van Meer.

John Simon has written for over 50 years on theatre,

Kara Lindsay as Katherine Plumber and the cast
of Newsies.
film, literature, music and fine arts for the Hudson
Review, New Leader, New Criterion, National
Review,New York Magazine, Opera News, Weekly
Standard, Broadway.com and Bloomberg News.
Mr. Simon holds a PhD from Harvard University
in Comparative Literature and has taught at MIT,
Harvard University, Bard College and Marymount Manhattan College.
To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-Uncensored.
com

WORSHIP

By PEGGY GODFREY
The Easter season is upon
us and even Broadway is
resonating this year with
productions of Godspell and
Jesus Christ Superstar. Both of
these plays reflect on the life
of Jesus and his death and
resurrection from the dead.
Christians everywhere are taking pause
in their busy lives to reflect and remember the
ultimate sacrifice Jesus Christ made to save

all mankind and to offer all eternal salvation.
In the Byzantine liturgy (of the Bible, part 1)
we are told Christ rises from the dead. By his
death and subsequent resurrection to life he
has ultimately conquered death and given life
to those that had passed away. Christ’s resurrection is both a mystery and a real event. The
“manifestations” of this event were historically
verified. It is a common bond for all who believe in Christ.
This feast often coincides with the Jewish feast of the Passover because Christ’s last
supper took place with his twelve apostles

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please submit your Letter to the Editor electronically, that is by
directing email to WHYTeditor@gmail.com Please confine your writing
to between 350 and 500 words. Your name, address, and telephone
contact is requested for verification purpose only. A Letter to the Editor
will be accepted at the editor’s discretion when space permits.
A maximum of one submission per month may be accepted.

inforce the importance of baptism in the life
of Christians.
The familiar hymns such as Christ the
Lord is Risen Today (Victimae Paschali
Laudes), Ye Sons and Daughters of the Lord
and Jesus Christ is Risen Today, will ring out
and the church bells will chime in recognition of this most important day in Christian
religions. All Christians are beckoned to come
to celebrate with their congregations and be
blessed on this day.
Father Martin Biglin, Pastor of Holy
Name of Jesus Church in New Rochelle and
also Vicar of the Sound Short Vicariate of
Westchester, stated: “Every Christian should
go to a church during Holy Week and Easter to renew their faith, hope and love of the
Lord. Certainly Jesus’ resurrection at Easter
reminds us of our call to Heavenly life. We
are not here on Earth forever but we will be
forever in God’s love in Heaven. We extend
a special invitation to our young adults and
youth. “
Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer and a former
educator
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Palau Spearheads Global Conservation
By MOLLY BLAISDELL
PALAU, MICRONESIA -- Thanks to a marine ecosystem hailed as one of “The Seven Underwater Wonders of the World,” the Republic
of Palau was chosen to play a starring role in
the new 3D IMAX film “The Last Reef: Cities Beneath the Sea.” The movie premiered at
the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural
History in March 2012 and will be shown at
museums and IMAX theaters around the world.
Much of “The Last Reef,” which explores
the underwater worlds of the earth’s coral reef
systems and the challenges they face, was shot
in Palau. The waters surrounding Palau, a tiny
nation with only 20,000 people and eight major
and 250 smaller islands, are home to 1,300 species of fish and 483 species of corals.

Palau Protected Area Network, which set up
the structure for a system of established private,
state and local conservation sites. The protectors
of these sites can apply for funding, which now
comes from a $15 Green Fee paid by visitors to
Palau. The work of PAN continues thanks to the
more than $2 million that has been raised so far,
and new sites are being added every year.
Through further legal action on another
front, Remengesau sought to protect sharks,
whose ranks were being decimated by foreign
fishing fleets licensed to fish in Palauan waters.
The fisherman were catching the sharks, cutting
off their fins – later to be made into shark-fin
soup and medicines – and throwing the finless
sharks back into the water to die. He signed a
law banning the practice in 2003.

Senator Remengesau said in his remarks at the
Smithsonian, “Out of fear of total extinction
of our reefs and terrestrial resources resulting
from carbon dioxide greenhouse effect, climate
change, global warming, sea level rise, and increase in water temperature, we initiated the Micronesia Challenge. There is a need for mankind
to find solutions to this destructive problem.
Everyone and every region must do their part.”
And few countries are doing their part better than Palau.
Palau, Micronesia is located in the westernmost corner of Micronesia, Palau is an archipelago of more than 586 islands with about
20,000 inhabitants. Consistently ranked as one
of the world’s best dive destinations, Palau is the
ultimate paradise for the adventurous traveler,
boasting some of the most spectacular water features and beaches as well as the world famous
Rock Islands and Jellyfish Lake. With more than
1,400 species of fish and 500 species of coral,
some have called Palau the “8th Natural Wonder
of the World”, while others have identified Palau
as “One of the Seven Underwater Wonders of
the World.”
For more information about Palau, please
visit www.visit-palau.com.
Fly United Airlines from New York to Honolulu to
Guam to Palau.

Reef scene.

Turtle.

Soft coral.

Although a mere speck in the Pacific Ocean
about 500 miles east of the Philippines, Palau
has become a world leader in marine conservation. Its leaders realized years ago that concerted
action must be taken to protect the seas of a nation whose economy relies on healthy fisheries
and a burgeoning dive tourism industry attracted
by its exquisite coral reefs.
“For small island developing countries like
Palau, the reef is the essence of our survival. It
is our culture, our way of life,” said Tommy Remengesau, Jr., president of Palau from 2001 to
2009 and current member of the Senate of Palau, at the film’s premier. “Our traditions and our
lifestyle are all sustained by what the oceans and
the reefs provide.”
Remengesau is no conservation newcomer.
In fact, he has been a regional and international
environmental leader for many years. It was during his presidency in 2005 that he spearheaded
the Micronesia Challenge, a regional initiative
in which several Pacific nations – the Federated
States of Micronesia, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Guam and the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands – joined Palau in
pledging to conserve 30% of their coastal waters
and 20% of their forests by 2020.
In 2003, Remengesau signed into law the

Six years later, the nation’s current president,
Johson Toribiong, declared Palau’s exclusive
economic zone waters as the world’s first shark
sanctuary at a meeting of the United Nations. In
2010, the government expanded the sanctuary’s
scope to include whales, dolphins and dugongs,
Palau’s most endangered animal.
Although Remengesau’s and Toribiong’s
efforts have been instrumental in shaping the
region’s environmental policies, there have been
other major Palauan players as well. These include Noah Idechong, who has served as chief
of Palau’s Division of Marine Resources and
director of the Palau Conservation Society and
is now the speaker of the 16-member House of
Delegates of Palau. Idechong won the Goldman
Environmental Prize, which honors grassroots
environmental “heroes,” in 1995, partly for his
efforts to encourage local Palauan chiefs to revive
the ancient practice of using a “bul,” or moratorium, to restrict fishing when stocks are low or
endangered. This bul system is one of the principles that the local leaders and scientists look to
in the actions they take as part of the Protected
Area Network and has been an inspiration to
other leaders throughout the Pacific region.
As former Palau President and current
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SHIFTING GEARS

Rolling and Profiling In the Cadillac SRX
By ROGER WITHERSPOON
For much of the last
decade, there seemed
to be a rule in Detroit
that all one needed to
have a successful, popular SUV was to make
it big. It could be ugly, uncomfortable, and drink
gas like an alcoholic robot and, the belief was, it

would sell if it was BIG, ugly and uncomfortable.
But times changed, and the folks who wrote

the old rules at General Motors took a long
overdue hike when the government stepped in
to finance a structured reorganization. The result was a new look, style, and feel in the GM
fleet. That change was particularly noticeable in
the Cadillac line, which no longer resembles the
“hogs” of olden days and relies on style rather
than just a venerated name to lure buyers. And
in the SUV department, the new look is par-

ticularly evident in the five-passenger, mid-sized
SUV, the Cadillac SRX.
Cadillac had to put quite a lot of thought

into the SRX, as it entered a tough division
anchored by the Lexus RX, Audi Q-5, Acura
MDX, and the high-powered BMW X-5 and
Porsche Cayenne.

On the outside, the SRX has a profile closest
to the Lexus RX, with a low roofline sloping to
the rear. But that’s as far as the resemblance goes.
This generation of Cadillacs takes its styling cues
from the angular lines of stealth aircraft, with
intersecting triangles and sharp edges. There is
nothing soft about its appearance, though it is
defiantly sleek and windswept. The front is an-

gular and no nonsense, slanting downwards over
the 20-inch wheels towards the street, as opposed to the sharply rising front of the Porsche
Cayenne and BMW X-5.
Powering the SRX is a 3.6-liter, aluminum
V-6 engine producing 308 horsepower and 265
pound-feet of torque. The car is not built for rac-

ing a Porsche, and takes time to get up to speed.
But once it is moving, there is more than enough
power to propel the SRX towards the triple
digit mark on the speedometer. And if you really
want to spent part of your vacation in a fast car,
the SRX can tow 3,500 pounds – which means
Continued on page 15

where are the thinkers
who will foresee the forces of nature?

OPEN HOUSE

Saturday
April 14 and 21
10:00 a.m.

Changing the world requires revolutionary thinking that goes above and beyond, and at Vaughn College that’s the type
of thinking we instill in you. Our students come with vision and expectations and leave ready to challenge the ordinary in the
fields of engineering, technology, management and aviation.
Vaughn offers an array of master’s, bachelor’s and associate degree programs — including one of the only degree programs
in mechatronic engineering in the New York metropolitan area — and a faculty that is grounded in real-life experience. It’s no
wonder that 95 percent of our graduates are employed or continue their education within one year of graduation.
Set your sights on Vaughn College and start thinking above and beyond.
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Rolling and Profiling In the Cadillac SRX
Continued from page 14
you can bring your Porsche or Dodge Charger
along with you.
The SRX’ power plant is mated to a sixspeed automatic transmission with a smoothshifting, electronic manual mode and all wheel
drive. The SRX’ never quite feels like a car when
you are driving it particularly on sharp, hairpin
turns. But it hugs the roads and even at high
speeds, with its wide stance and traction control,
you don’t have the fearful sensation of being at
the mercy of a runaway truck.
Ed Welburn, the artist in charge of GM’s
crayons, put a lot of thought into the riding experience. Upon entering, the first thing you notice
is the wide, double sun roof which opens the interior to the sky and adds both light and a feeling
of spaciousness that makes the SRX feel larger
than it actually is. There is a power sunscreen
which can cover the rear or both skylights. The
front skylight is also powered and can be tilted
for more air or completely opened.
The interior décor is primarily two-toned,
double-stitched leather with wood accents on
the doors. Each door has thick, leather, padded
armrests and two, long trays: a shallow one just
under the arm rest to hold cell phones or other
small items, and a deeper, wider one near the
floor which runs the full length of the door and
can hold a 12-ounce water bottle and enough

maps for a cross-country drive.
For comfort, the front set of thickly padded seats are wide, power adjustable and can be
heated or air cooled. In the front section of the
driver’s seat can extend up to six inches for great
support of long-legged drivers. In the rear, there
is enough leg room for three average sized adults
or a pair of basketball players pushing the seven
foot mark. These seats can be heated and either
laid flat to enlarge the cargo area, or laid back for
a comfortable snooze.
In the entertainment sector, the SRX covers
the lot. There is an easy to use navigation system
with an eight-inch touch screen. The SRX’ electronic offerings include XM radio – which also
provides traffic and weather updates – as well
as a CD and MP3 player, USB and iPod ports.
There is a 40-gigabyte hard drive to install your
personal collection of a few thousand songs or
movies; and a 10-speaker Bose sound system.
The back of the front seats have built-in screens
for watching movies or playing video games, using wireless headsets so as not to interfere with
the music emanating in the front of the car. Or, if
the car is sitting still, the front occupants can also
watch the videos.
As with most GM vehicles, there are two
cell phone communications systems on the
SRX: Bluetooth and OnStar. The Bluetooth
system is easy to set up and if you have a smart-

2012 Cadillac SRX

MSRP: $51,055
EPA Mileage:
16 MPG City;
		
23 MPG Highway
Towing Capacity: 3,500 Pounds

Performance / Safety:

phone can be used for voice communications
as well as playing your stored music through
the car’s sound system. OnStar, GM’s satellite
driven communications and service network,
can handle calls in areas where there are no cell
towers, and can provide turn-by-turn navigation
instructions. There is also live concierge service,
which can connect to emergency police and
medical responders, or make reservations at a
restaurant in the next town.
For a top level SUV, GM has offered a lot
for $51,000. But given the quality of the other
luxury, mid-sized SUVs on the market, Cadillac
had to step up to a demanding marketplace, or
stay out of it. The market has yet to determine
the winner in this four-wheeled competition.
But the 2012 SRX is likely to be a competitor.
--Roger Witherspoon writes Shifting Gears at
www.RogerWitherspoon.com

3.6-Liter cast aluminum DOHC V-6
engine producing 308 horsepower and 265
pound/feet of torque; all wheel drive; 6-speed
automatic transmission; 4-wheel power
assisted disc brakes; independent strut front
suspension; linked H-arm rear suspension; 20inch aluminum wheels; stability and traction
control; heated outside mirrors; fog lamps;
back-up camera; adaptive xenon headlights;
driver and front passenger front & side impact
airbags; rear side head curtain airbags.

Interior / Comfort:

AM/FM/XM satellite radio; 10-speaker
Bose surround sound system with 40
gigabyte hard drive; CD and DVD player
with wireless headsets and 2 rear seat screens;
MP3, USB and iPod connections; Bluetooth; OnStar; tilt and telescope, leather and
wood, heated steering wheel with fingertip
audio, phone and cruise controls; heated
and air cooled, front leather seats; heated rear
leather seats; front and rear climate controls;
powered sunroof and sunshade; satellite
navigation system with 8-inch touch screen.
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“Yeah, Christmas Eve,” the customer
agreed.
“I wanna get out of here,” Ned added.
“Have a date with my girl friend.”
The customer nodded.
A moment passed. Two men nodding in
unison. The customer seemed reluctant to walk
away, afraid that Ned would say something else
as soon as he turned his back.
“Say!” Nick exclaimed. “I bet your boys
would like this,” he said pointing to the ping
pong table on display.
The customer’s smile said it all. Sure they
would, but where would he get the money for
it.
Ned walked up close and looked around
as though he was about to conspire with the
customer.
“Seriously,” he said, “they’d have a ball with
it.”
“No,” the customer stammered as his face
turned red. “No, we couldn’t.”
“Look,” Ned persisted, “it’s just going back
to the stock room to collect dust. It’s a discontinued model.” Once more, he looked around
as though to make sure no one was listening. “I
can let you have it for five dollars.”
The customer’s eyes opened wide. “Really?”
“Sure,” Ned assured him. Another look
around. “You live near here?”
“Yeah.”
“Have a car?”
The customer hesitated. “No.”
“That’s okay,” Ned assured him. “I have
one. Go tell you wife to delay a little.”
The customer balked. “I’m not…”
“Seriously,” Ned interrupted. “Think we
can get it to your place and get back here in
a half hour?”
The customer pursed his lips as though
calculating the distance.
“No,” he said at last.
“It’s too far?”
“No,” the customer replied. “It’s just… It’s
just I can’t afford the rest of it.”
“What?”
“Paddles. Balls.” “That’s all included!” Ned
insisted. “Everything on display.”
The customer shook his head as though he
could believe his good luck.
“Quick,” Ned insisted. “Tell your wife to
walk around with the kids while I write this
up.”
Ned took the man’s five dollars in four
ones and change and rang up the sale. He then
helped the man carry the table and accessories
to his car.
They returned just as the store was closing.
Ned watched the security guard lock the

door behind the family as they left. He then
turned to the cash register and began to write
up a ticket to replace the one he had put in the
register for a five dollar sale. One of the other
clerks came over and put another five on the
register. He clapped Ned on the shoulder and
smiled. “Merry Christmas,” he said as he left.
Another clerk added another five. Ned
thanked him and began to calculate how
much he would have to pitch in when the
department manager stopped him. He shook
his head at Ned and then contributed twenty.
“You didn’t think you were going to keep all
the warm and fuzzies for yourself, did you?”
Ned winked and completed the transaction.
“Merry Christmas, boss,” he said as he
headed for the cashier’s cage with the day’s
receipts.
His boss just smiled and shook his head.

The Gift
By STEPHEN WOODFIN
Daddy bought a rundown skating rink the
summer before I started the eighth grade, recruited us kids as slave labor, cooked hot dogs
and French fries, swept the floor, poured himself into it, until it went belly up the week after
Spring break of my senior year in high school.
I shoulda seen it coming when he went
back to driving trucks. He’d open the rink at
ten o’clock every morning, be the last one out
at eight-thirty at night, head over to the terminal, run the mail to Shreveport and have a load
back by three a.m.
He told us about it in the kitchen the
morning he shut her down.
“We tried hard, but she just didn’t pan
out,” he said.
Momma sat in a chair with her hands
folded, looking at a bald spot in the linoleum,
her head bowed, not saying a word.
Sister took a job at Wal-Mart cleaning the
fish tanks and I carried grease out at McDonald’s. Momma sat in the kitchen and worried
about Daddy until she couldn’t worry no more,
then moved in with granny.
We didn’t see her much.
At least not until the Gift came along.
Seems Daddy had give up cigarettes and
used his spare change to buy Pick Fours at the
Quik Stop. One of ‘em finally paid off.
He called a family meeting at the café.
Momma wore a new dress and smiled while
she listened.
“The Lord give us a gift,” Daddy said.
He pulled a check from the Lottery people in

Austin out of his pocket.
“A hundred large,” he said.
That was Daddy’s way of saying a hundred
grand. I don’t know why he gave the Lord any
credit for it. The Lord ain’t never give him anything before, and he didn’t favor gambling.
Daddy put Momma in his truck and drove
her to the mobile home place. She picked out a
nice double wide that the mobile home people
hauled to an oversize lot out in the country.
We all moved back in together, happy as
pigs in mud that summer. Daddy would slip
me a hundred dollar bill on Wednesdays, as
crisp as a McDonald’s French fry.
I made up for my lost youth for a month
or so. Middle of August, the police stopped
me. I had a joint in my ashtray, a sweet young
thang in the passenger seat and a half-pound
of weed in a plastic bag in the trunk.
Daddy paid the lawyer with hundred dollar bills.
The lawyer cut a deal with the DA that
kept me out of the big house, but sent me to
Safe P in Winnsboro. Safe P was a lock up
where small time dope heads and washed up
con men taught each other their evil ways and
cooled their heels for a year.
The day they let me out, nobody came to
get me. I hitched a ride with my bunk mate
Ralph and his old lady. They dropped me off at
the drive way to double wide.
There weren’t no double wide no more.
All that was left was the cinder blocks where it
used to sit, an oil drum with burnt up garbage
in it and deep ruts in the mud left by the repo
men.
I found a plastic freezer bag taped to one
of the concrete blocks. It had a note in it.
“Junior, we spent all the money. You’re on
your own.”
Next to the cinder block, someone had left
my old pair of skates. I tied the laces together
and slung ‘em over my shoulder. When I got to
the paved road, I put on the skates.
“Maybe the rink in Kilgore is hiring,” I
said to myself as I skated along the black top.

A different topic is addressed weekly on www.
TheWritersCollection.com. Each participant author, as well, as guest bloggers, are encouraged to
write on the chosen topic. The intriguing aspect of
each of their efforts is that by infusing their specific mood and / or genre, we can better appreciate
the complexity, frivolity, or seriousness of the issue
they are challenged to distill for all our readers to
celebrate, critique, or be cajoled to delve in the joy
of writing.

Stephen Woodfin
Stephen Woodfin is an
attorney/author who has
written five legal thrillers.
He blogs on Venture
Galleries (http://venturegalleries.
com/author/stephenwoodfin )

Philip Catshill
At 30, I had a massive stroke.
18 months later, I returned
to work as a policeman.
My career ended after
a 2nd stroke so I took up
painting. Now, after a 3rd stroke, I
write!
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Jack Durish

Jack Durish was born in
Baltimore, Maryland, in
J
1943. He is a soldier and a
an
sailor, a decorated veteran
Ve
of Vietnam, a husband,
father, and grandfather. Jack is the
author of Rebels on the Mountain, available
at all eBook retailers, and a blogger at
JackDurish.com, TheWritersCollection.com,
Caleb
and VentureGalleries.com.

Caleb Pirtle, III
Caleb Pirtle III is the author
of more than 55 published
books, the screenwriter for
three made for TV movies,
and a former travel editor
of Southern Living Magazine

Krystal Wade
A mother of three who
works fifty miles from home
and writes in her ”spare
time” Krystal’s debut
novel “Wilde’s Fire” has
been accepted for publication
and should be available in 2012
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The Retired (Try To) Strike Back Chapter 45 –A Wise Man?
By ALLAN LUKS
Every religion claims to
have them: A group of
wise men—or wise women, in the modern version
of this story—who have
answers for the most troubling problems, if
people would recognize and listen to them.
That was how a newspaper editorial two
days ago described the way Myron saw his
campaign for yesterday’s City Council election. The editorial discussed Myron’s emphasis that being seventy gave him special
insights on how to bring people together,
and a need to get honest change done
quickly.
Myron’s campaign, the editorial continued, also had recruited senior women—with
their reputation for nurturing—to march
and call on people to come together to
pressure politicians into compromising and
break the polarization that prevents government, at all levels, from approving needed
new programs.
In contrast, his opponent, Mary Ellen, devoted her campaign entirely to local issues, the editorial concluded. While
Myron’s campaign was fresh, the editorial
stated, the newspaper questioned the campaign’s ability to be accepted by district voters. The newspaper decided not to endorse

either candidate.
This morning’s newspaper lists the results of yesterday’s City Council elections
and Myron’s loss in District Fifty-Two by
five percent, which “was a close but still
clear victory for Mary Ellen. The young
city attorney was supported by the departing City Councilman, who is being investigated for fraud, but there are no charges
that Mary Ellen knew of the Councilman’s
alleged acts.”
Because of the national attention the
senior women’s marches had gained, the
newspaper gives extra space today to the
District Fifty-Two race. In a long interview,
Myron says, “Seven seniors in different
states ran for local office, and three seniors
ran for Congress, and all mentioned that
they were inspired by The Retired Person’s
Dating Film. I, of course, was part of the
group that made the film over three years
ago to show the vitality that lonely seniors
can have in new relationships. Three of the
local election candidates won. Perhaps the
idea that seniors, women and men, can contribute a new kind of public leadership will
be slowly accepted. My loss doesn’t help, of
course.
“What will I do now? Well, I’m a retired
actuary, an expert on the numbers to pre-

dict life expectancy. I’ve recently been walking around trying to create equations in my
mind to predict the quality of life someone
has left. I don’t know where this may be taking me.”
There also is a Business Section article
in the newspaper related to Myron’s campaign entitled: “Advertisers Recruit Senior
Alumni.”
The article begins: “The City Council
election in District Fifty-Two may have
continuing national impact because of the
losing candidate,” writes Joel, the reporter,
who notes that he’d followed the group of
seniors who were Myron’s friends and campaign advisors since they did their film.
After Myron last night conceded the
election, the article relates, two of his advisors, Bob, who directed the group’s dating
advice film, and his wife Joan, both former
advertising veterans, announced that three
advertising firms had contacted them about
possibly using seniors as spokespersons in
their next commercials. Myron’s campaign’s
focus on the potential impact of seniors on
society had influenced their interest, the
agencies said. Importantly their commercials, if made, would promote products—
food, clothing and an appliance—used by
all ages.

“Myron’s campaign may live on,” Bob
called to the supporters remaining in the
hotel room rented by the campaign.
After he spoke, Bob connected two
fingers from each hand to form a rectangle,
and then held it before his left eye as if it
were a camera lens. He looked at Joan, and
pushed down with one finger as if taking a
still picture of her. “Let’s capture this possibly historic moment,” he called out.
Joan then did the same with her hands,
but pointed her imaginary lens at the many
people in the room, moving the hand rectangle around, as if filming a movie. “We
women see the big picture,” she said, smiling. ”Maybe they’ll call on me or another
senior woman to make these commercials.”
Joan paused, then laughed as some supporters in the room clapped.
Myron, who was standing next to this
reporter, said softly, “How do I factor the
unexpected into my new equations?”
Send me you experiences: This column tells the
story of four retired couples, who want to show
that seniors are vital and discover that they also
can offer new leadership to society. Each column
is based on conversations I’ve had with seniors
and non-seniors. I’ve heard from many of you,
and encourage other readers to contact me with
their related experiences so I can include them
in the remaining columns about the retired’s
story as they (try to) strike back. Direct email
to allan@allanluks.com.
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No Guarantees: One Man’s Road Through the Darkness of Depression
Chapter 31 – Growing Up Afraid
By BOB MARRONE

While it is true that my
sessions with Doctor John
Casarino were not of the TV
variety whereupon you and
the therapist analyze your
life in some chronological
order, my issues, nonetheless, did take us down my life’s path, if in
somewhat less than chronologically. My
kind of anxiety, over-the-top and persistent, took a lifetime to develop, and our
discussions of my feelings inevitably sent
us back in time.
You will recall from earlier chapters my life in the foster home and the
abrupt loss of my family there. You will
also note my first few weeks at Twenty
Fourth Street, the home of my biological
mother, where I was the latest addition to
a collection of abandoned children, my

mother and grandmother, and an assortment of freeloaders who came and went.
Having said that, keep in mind, both with
respect to my life there, and dealing with
depression, most things are not black and
white, and to view them thusly is simplistic and dangerous. As such, I remain the
beneficiary of very many warm and tender
memories.
Among the internal pangs I brought
figuratively and literally to the table at
Twenty Fourth Street were my feelings
of inferiority and of being afraid. I was
anxious that I would be abandoned, again,
and I was now the low man on the totem pole. Once again I was the stepchild,
even though this was my rightful home.
The interplay that went on between my
cousins and I, and one brother, as well as
the circumstances of my arrival, surfaced
in my therapy.

I was, and remain, despite having
come to terms with depression, extremely
sensitive to anything that smacks of a
“pecking order” or competition. I am
keenly aware of rejection or any kind of
ranking that threatens to place me at a
less than acceptable member of anything.
It also informs why I evolved as a leader
in most of the things that I do. A leader, even if he or she is or feels different,
doesn’t have to compete; he transcends.
Being different applied outside the
house, as well. When I was finally allowed
out to play with the other kids of my new
neighborhood, at around the age of ten, I
was at a point where my peers were just
getting knee deep into sports and rough
housing, things I had little or no exposure
to. I had been raised, up until then, to be
wary of activities at which I might get injured. To be fair to my parents…both sets

of them… Mary at Thirteenth Street had
to worry that I would not injure my two
congenital hernias, especially given that I
was not her child. And those same hernias, one which strangulated and nearly
killed me at the age of five, combined
with a heavy dose of guilt, compelled my
biological mom in the direction of being
overprotective.
It turned out that I loved sports. But
not having ever touched so much as a
snowball, much less a baseball, I was way
behind the other kids. They played games
like stickball, touch football, softball and
baseball. Early on, I shied away from the
physical demands of these activities. My
desire to get better and be accepted led
me to develop a habit of practicing hard
and frequently. Fortunately, over time, I
Continued on page 19
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achieved an acceptable level of mediocrity so as to not face all-out rejection. But
I was never as good as the others, with
the possible exception of my last year in
baseball when, at the age of eighteen, I
became a consistently good hitter in the
best league around.
Then along came hockey. It would be
impossible to discuss my life and depression without explaining its many roles.
It is, in terms of personal confrontation,
a most violent and psychologically demanding sport. It requires physical and
emotional courage, and becomes for any
boy or man playing it a central element
of his manhood; it certainly was that for
me. And for a once timid, extremely insecure kid growing up on the hard streets
of Brooklyn, playing in one of the toughest, most brutal leagues in the sport at
that time, the challenges were exponential. That I would become one of the best
hockey players in my local world would
be one of the most ironic, satisfying and
devastating aspects of my youth.

One afternoon in the midst of a two
on two touch football game, played in the
street alongside the factories that made up
half of my block, my friends and I heard
the sounds of older boys yelling, as if in a
fight, accompanied by the pong of an object striking a pole. The noise was coming
from the playground up near the corner.
We could see the entrance, but not the incident. Our curiosity drew us to the scene.
In the most central section of the
all concrete park were about six teenagers, one of them my older brother, with
hockey sticks standing there watching
the oddest argument among two other of
their buddies. One guy had a goalie stick
and was smashing it against what was a
simple set of monkey bars normally used
chin-ups and similar parallel bar kinds
of exercises. These guys were using them
as hockey goal posts. The swinger of the
stick was shouting expletives at the goalie,
also his cousin. “Come on Anthony, come
and get the stick from me you #ussy.” He
continued to slam the stick to the point
where it started to splinter and crack at
the blade joint.

GovernmentSection
THE ALBANY CORRESPONDENT

“Robert, go home, I don’t want to see
you here, when I am with my friends. Get
the #uc# out of here,” This welcome came
from my brother. “#uck# you” I replied.
Tony, or Butch as he was known then, was
the typical older brother, he simply did
not want me around outside of the house.
I ignored him to focus on the confrontation. It turned out that the goalie had
accidently cut his cousin, John, during a
scrum in their foot hockey game. Anthony knew of his cousin’s temper and went
nowhere near him and was perfectly willing to let him destroy his stick. If you are
wondering why they did not fight, well,
John was unable to run after him.
You see, John Achtison, former col-

lege and Canadian Midget hockey player,
was slowed to walking by the ravages of
Muscular Dystrophy. He was also, the
smartest, toughest, most charismatic man
I had ever met. He would also become my
coach and mentor, the first person to ever
believe in me about anything. He was also
a world of trouble.
After the scrap my buddy, Howie, and
I took the goalie stick and another broken
stick to my house and taped them up. We
had our first taste of hockey. This, along
with an old toddler skill would change my
life, my identity and break my heart.
Bob Marrone is the host of the Good Morning Westchester with Bob Marrone, heard
from Monday to Friday, from 6 – 8:30 a.m.,
on WVOX-1460 AM.

Wesfair Agency, Inc.

Helping the Community with their Insurance needs since 1954
Auto, Home, Life & Business Insurance
Travelers, Chubb, Hartford, Hanover, Adirondack, Progressive
Free Family Consultation and analysis for your insurance needs
M.J. Sheehan, Certified Insurance Councelor
Tel: 914-238-0261 • Fax: 914-238-8131 • msheehan@wesfair.com

202 Coligni Avenue • New Rochelle, New York
This special home offers comfort, curb appeal and an ideal location.

Libous to Talk on His Terms
By CARLOS GONZALEZ

ALBANY, NY -- Sen.
Thomas W. Libous, RBinghamton, has some
questions to answer and
opted not to do it in Albany.
As reported by the Westchester Guardian on Thursday, a federal jury convicted
two Westchester County political figures
on serious charges.
Former Yonkers City Councilwoman
Sandy Annabi and former Yonkers Republican Chairman Zehy Jereis, were
found guilty in a trial that focused on a
relentless pattern of bribes in an effort to
control Annabi’s votes on the city council.
Libous and his son, Matthew, unexpectedly (or possibly intentionally) were
mentioned at the trial. Since the testimony was from disbarred attorney Anthony
Mangone, Libous has been successful
at distancing himself from the series of

events. If Annabi and Jereis were acquitted, no need for Libous to say anything.
However, with a guilty verdict, it appears
that the jury found Mangone’s testimony
very credible - and now, Libous must talk.
On the witness stand, Mangone
said Thomas Libous made a promise
to get extra work for Mangone’s Westchester County law firm in return for a
$150,000-a-year job for his son. Mangone was very specific about his alleged
relationship with Libous.
But why? Why was Mangone so
specific? Seems odd. Why mention the
second most powerful Republican in our
state at a trial that literally has nothing to
do with Libous? Was this testimony designed by the federal prosecutor, or were
they, too, surprised at what was revealed?
No return calls from the feds on this
matter.
We should keep in mind that LiContinued on page 20
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Libous to Talk on His Terms
Continued from page 19

bous and his son were not accused of any
wrongdoing. However, this is Albany, a
place where anything negative is possible.
“Right now, he’s engaged in the final
meetings and preparations with his colleagues for Saturday morning’s early session, where the final budget bills will be
debated and voted on,” Libous spokesman

MAYOR Marvin’s COLUMN

the press conference would be shifted to
Binghamton instead of answering questions right here, right now. We did not
receive a return call by press deadline.
Disappointing.
Maybe team Libous is staging community support. Nothing like a press conference with tons of constituents standing
next to you. Maybe the press corps is
friendlier to him in district. Maybe if nobody shows up to ask questions the matter might go away.
Maybe not.

And I can see Libous returning to
Albany refusing to answer any questions
by stating it’s a distraction and that he’s
already held a press conference discussing this matter even though nobody was
there.
That’s how Albany works.

an 11.5% rate increase approved to attach
this power to the grid. Now even the cost
of operating a traffic light will automatically rise by 10%.
In addition, our cost for diesel fuel
rose 40% in just two years and the cost of
unleaded gas rose in tandem with a 39%
increase in the same two years.
There are also costs in a Village budget that one does not even think of and
they are rising as well. As an illustration,
the Village must pay County and Town
taxes on Village property such as the tennis and paddle courts, parks, parking lots
and even Village Hall itself. This number
will rise to $55,000 in the upcoming year
representing a 21.69% increase in just
three years.
Also, in an understandable effort to
balance their budgets and to try to stay
under the 2% tax cap, the County and the
Town have increased fees charged to the
Village for disposing of garbage and organic waste by approximately 5%. Unfortunately, the Village has no other entity to
pass costs to on the trickle-down theory,
save for the Village taxpayer.
All of the above have forced the
Trustees and me to contemplate doing
what so many of our neighbors have done
and override the 2% tax cap. In order to
fund the approximately 5% tax increase
resulting from State mandates plus the
other uncontrollable costs
and stay under the 2% cap,
Before speaking to the police... call
we would have to fire staff
and reduce services or find
George Weinbaum
additional revenue sources
ATTORNEY AT LAW
in the form of increased
FREE CONSULTATION:
fees. Adding to this bleak
Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare
picture is our projection
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
that our share of mortgage
T. 914.948.0044
Health Care Prosecutions.
tax revenue will remain flat,
F. 914.686.4873
our sales tax revenues will
175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
actually decreased by ap-

proximately 2% and our interest income
dropped a staggering 63% in just two
years.
Since I have been Mayor, we have
cut Village staff by 15%, leaving departments at bare bones level. We are extremely reluctant to reduce garbage and
recycling schedules, so the decisions are
truly difficult. As a result, we are quite
unfairly forced to look like spend thrifts
if we override the 2% tax cap when in
fact we have been careful stewards of your
tax dollars. Something in Albany has to
change.
It is a sad, sad state of affairs when
I, along with most of my colleagues
throughout the State, applaud the new
Tier 6 pension reform when in fact it will
not help local budgets for at least 20 years.
As the Governor said, it is a reform for
the “unborn.” The ultimate irony is that
it will only apply to future hires and no
municipality can hire because we are busily firing people in order to pay the current pension obligations. But at least the
Governor touched a subject that has been
taboo for decades.
It is quite obvious that the 2% tax cap
is a resume builder for the White House
and unfair given the overwhelming State
mandates. However, on the positive side,
it has at least shined a light on local budgets and the unsustainable costs resulting
from the reluctance by our elected State
officials to confront special interests.
To keep our Village on sound economic footing and provide the services
needed by citizens, it is time taxpayers
became the most important “special interest” group.

Emmanuel Priest said Thursday evening,
according to the Ithaca Journal. “Once
we’ve passed the early, on-time budget,
he’ll be happy to address the claims on
Saturday at the press conference.”
Binghamton on Saturday, Libous?
We’re in Albany though. Why not spend
10-minutes here in Albany and put this
matter behind you?
We called Libous’ office to ask why

GOVERNMENT

Frustrating and Untouchable
By MARY C. MARVIN
Per New York State Law,
the Village filed the Tentative 2012-2013 Budget on
March 20th. The proposed
budget of $13,978,893
represents a 4.60% tax levy
increase. In the coming
weeks, the Trustees will further refine the
budget in consultation with department
heads and Village staff and trim where
possible.
This budget is particularly frustrating because the chief drivers in the tax
increase are completely out of the hands
of the Village.
This is what we are facing. During
the current fiscal year, we wrote a check
to the Comptroller for Bronxville’s pension obligation of $902,000 representing
a 22.79% increase from the $735,000 paid
the year before. In the upcoming budget,
we are obligated to the pension fund to
the tune of $1.108 million representing an
additional 22.8% increase. In just under

Share your thoughts with Carlos Gonzalez, The Albany Correspondent, by directing
email to carlgonz1@gmail.com.

three years, our pension obligation has
risen by 45%. This is a one year increase of
approximately $206,000. The same folks
in Albany who told us to cap increased
spending at 2% essentially mailed us a bill
equating to a 3% tax increase for just one
item. Though the pension obligation is
our largest State mandate, it is unfortunately not the only one. Our obligation
to the Workmen’s Compensation Program, with rates set by the State Insurance Fund, increased from $162,000 to
$218,000 translating into a 34.6% increase in this budget. It would have been
even worse had we not received a “credit”
based on our favorable infrequency of
claims to the system.
We also have our MTA tax obligation
which was repealed for small businesses
and school districts but not municipalities.
Net-net we will send the State a
check totaling $1.341 for the above mandates and receive back $64,700 in direct
State aid.
Equally out of local control are the
rate increases in power services sanctioned
by the New York State Power Authority.
As a result of a recent ruling, the New
York State Power Authority was allowed
to increase the cost of raw energy to municipalities by 6.5% and Con Edison had

Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the Village
of Bronxville, New York. If you have a suggestion or comment, consider directing your
perspective by email to: mayor@vobny.com.
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Westchester Medical Center on Life Support
By NANCY KING
GREENBURGH, NY
-- On Thursday, March
30, 2012, close to 500 employees of the Westchester
Medical Center (WMC)
participated in a public
hearing with several members of the Westchester County Board of
Legislators at the public meeting auditorium at Greenburgh Town Hall. Organized by Legislator Alfreda Williams,
legislators in attendance were Judy Meyers, Lynton Williams, Mary Jane Shimsky, Ken Jenkins, WCBoL Chair, and
Michael Smith. The lawmakers in attendance make up the Community Services
Committee and held the public hearing
in response to concerns made by WMC
employees that conditions for employees
and patients at the Westchester Medical
Center were in need of its own critical
care.
For nearly three hours, lawmakers
heard from doctors, nurses and support
staff about the rapid decline in patient
care. Since 2008, WMC CEO Michael
Israel and the hospital board quietly
slashed many vital services and programs
that were unique to the hospital’s mission

Meeting in Greenburgh Town Hall.

entire group of Cardiac group, known for
their “World Class” heart care has finally
left the hospital. Now affiliated with Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center, this
group ended their affiliation with WMC
when the current administration refused
to address their concerns over hospital
operations and the impact it was having
on their patients.
Perhaps the most frightening tale told
was that of the Behavioral Health Cen-

Behavioral Health Center.

as a public benefits corporation. Over
the past 4 years, the WMC administration has closed the Taylor Care Center, a
public nursing home that served patients
with long-term complex needs, disbanded
what was once a cutting edge AIDS treatment program, shut down the comprehensive Psychiatric Emergency Program,
a mobile mental health crisis unit and the

ter (BHC) being privatized just six weeks
ago. The several hundred workers who
have been laid off cared for the most violent of mental health patients. They have
been replaced with workers hired by Liberty Health Care Corporation, a company
so problematic that they have been spotlighted in the national media and are even

banned from doing business in the state
of Florida. Skilled nursing and psychiatric staff has been replaced with hourly
workers who make between $12.00 and
$15.00 and who haven’t been trained to
take a blood pressure, or check a patient’s
blood sugar. It is certainly no surprise
that these new employees are unable to

restrain a patient who may be having a
psychotic episode. It’s no wonder that in
just six weeks, 30 of those new hires by
Liberty Health Care have quit their jobs.
Apparently Liberty Health Care and the
board at the WMC didn’t exactly disclose
to those new hires just how violent those
patients would be. As a result of this massive “quit,” staff members from the main
hospital are being floated over to BHC
thus putting medical/surgical patients at
risk due to understaffing.
What lawmakers heard at the hearing is that WMC is no longer a safety
net hospital and no longer follows its
own mission statement as a public benefits corporation. Every PBC is designed
to be transparent but the administration
has ignored the public’s request for any
and all documents that would show the
total compensation of the administrators,
along with all financial statements and
any strategic plans for the Westchester
Health Care Corporation.
While 50 employees and patients
spoke of their recent experiences at
WMC, it was interesting to observe the
facial expressions and body language of
those lawmakers in attendance. The five
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Westchester Medical Center on Life Support
Continued from page 21

democrats in attendance appeared to
be listening; they made eye contact and
would often lean toward the individual
speaking at the podium. The lone Republican Michael Smith who actually

home of World Class Medicine.
*** Next week, The Westchester Guardian will report on the alleged fiscal crisis
at the WMC and what caused the facility
to be dead on arrival (DOA) and how it
can be resuscitated.

represents District 3, in which the Medical Center sits squarely in the middle of,
often looked disinterested. Alfreda Williams and Chairman Ken Jenkins did repeatedly remind those at the hearing that
the ultimate goal would be to hopefully
open up a meaningful dialogue between

hospital administration and employees
and patients. It is no secret that the CEO
of WMC and the CE of Westchester
County no longer have a working relationship but it comes with a price and
that appears to be patient care at what was
once a hospital that branded itself as the

reason to believe the person was a danger
to himself or to others. Had they not taken action there would be a public outcry
of an entirely different nature.
Had the person only complied with
their orders to drop those two items there
would have been an entirely different
outcome. Not at all times does the use of
non lethal items work out the way they
are supposed to; in this case, a bean bag
was shot at him, pepper spray, and a taser
was used.
Here is where I agree with you; the
five police officers should have just rushed
him and subdued him.
Now for my second comment on your
previous writing about the politics and
crime in the City of Mount Vernon.
I am a sixty-year resident of this city.
I was born here in 1952 and still reside
in the same house with both Ernie Davis
and Clinton Young as my neighbors.
Let us look at facts here first. The City

of Mount Vernon has 180 police officers
- way too few for a city of this size when
you take days off and sick days, and court
cases that must be attended, you begin to
see where I’m coming from. This is why
you see NYS Police patrolling along with
the County Police.
Next, before placing blame on any one
elected official, what has happened to the
family unit and family values with regard
to raising ones own children?
Mount Vernon has suffered under
both mayors; 23 homicides under Mayor
Davis and 17 under Mayor Young. Not to
sound like a score keeper - but these are
the facts.
Now with Mayor Davis being reelected his new year, only three months old,
has already been marred by four shootings, resulting in 2 deaths and 2 suffering
injuries.
Crime and the economy are destroying this once vibrant city where anybody

was proud to raise a family.
What I would also like to point out
is that both mayors have utilized all alternative measures to combat crime here;
namely the scared straight program based
on a similar program in Newark, New
Jersey, where young people were taken to
prison to see what it would be like to be
an inmate. This was to no avail.
In the mid to late 1960’s, young men
getting into trouble here in Mount Vernon were given a choice by the city judge.
jail or military service. Today the armed
forces wouldn’t take such individuals.
All I ask of you is not to blame any
politician here for the upsweep in crime;
they are doing all they possibly can. It’s
time for the root causes to be examined.
I am a retired member of the NYC
Police Department and a sociologist.
Hoping to hear from you.

movement wars against natural law, pushes perpetually failed secular-socialist policies and places — above constitutionally
safeguarded individual liberty — thickheaded tenets of postmodern political
correctness. Liberal elites demand tolerance for all things perverse and find intolerable all things righteous.
And so, the final, desperate act of the
left-wing, lemon-hocking charlatan is to
marginalize, smear and ultimately shut
down the competition. As a result, liberals obfuscate, propagandize and strive to
silence all dissent. They no longer even try
to hide it.
The evidence of this calculated assault
on free speech is overwhelming, but the
most recent and high-profile examples

include carefully orchestrated campaigns
by three well-funded, interconnected,
George Soros-linked organizations: Media Matters for America (MMFA); the
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC);
and the Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD).
After years of trying to censor the
conservative voice of Rush Limbaugh, for
instance, the George Soros-funded Media
Matters recently pulled out all the stops
to get him booted from the airwaves.
The pretext was Limbaugh’s unfortunate word choice in describing Georgetown “reproductive justice” radical Sandra
Fluke’s attempt to compel the Jesuit university to violate its own Catholic doc-
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Nancy King is a freelance, investigative reporter; a resident of Greenburgh, New York.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Tragic
Shooting
Death!

I would like
to reply to two of
Mr Damon Jones’ last writings in The
Westchester Guardian; one being with the
tragic shooting death of the retired corrections officer.
Perhaps inadvertently, you have overlooked an important factor leading up to
this preventable tragedy, one, the police
do have a right to intervene if an individual is posing a danger to himself or to
others. When an individual armed with
both a knife and (I believe) a hammer
answers the door to the residence after
being told that they are law enforcement
officers and are clearly visible as such, one
has to assume something just isn’t right
with this person. Upon his retreating to
go back into the residence the police had

Dennis Fishbein
Mount Vernon, NY
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Left’s Orwellian Censorship Campaign
By J. MATT BARBER
Liberal theologian William
Ellery Channing once observed, “The cry has been
that when war is declared,
all opposition should be
hushed. A sentiment more
unworthy of a free country could hardly
be propagated.”
War has indeed been declared. Channing’s contemporary liberal counterparts
have declared a war for our culture. But
while Channing presumably held to the
oft-bandied supposition that “dissent is
the highest form of patriotism,” today’s

secular-progressive has no choice but to
endeavor that “all opposition should be
hushed.”
Liberals recognize that when arguing on the merits, they cannot prevail.
Not only are their morally relative, redistributionist philosophies untenable
and utopian, but they read the same polls
demonstrating that reasonable people reject their ideas outright. In fact, Americans identify as conservative over liberal
by a two-to-one margin. Even those who
call themselves “moderate” lean conservative.
It makes sense. The “progressive”

Continued on page 23
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Left’s Orwellian Censorship Campaign
Continued from page 22

trine. Democrats held a mock hearing in
the Capitol building wherein Fluke demanded that Georgetown underwrite her
admitted fornication practices and fork
out free birth control. Limbaugh said this
made her sound like a “sl*t” and a “prostitute.”
The hard-left Media Matters
pounced, rolling out a pre-packaged campaign against Limbaugh. It has targeted
radio stations with ads and continues a
floundering crusade to get Limbaugh’s
radio sponsors to drop him. Ironically,
this has resulted in a revenue increase
for Limbaugh, and his already millionsstrong listening audience has grown significantly.
Another example of this Orwellian
censorship crusade involves the Alabamabased Southern Poverty Law Center, an
outfit that, until recent years, was viewed
as a relatively credible civil rights organization. Unfortunately, the SPLC has now
cashed in most of its remaining political
capital, taking the same cynical path as
its fellow travelers over at Media Matters.
The SPLC too has become little more
than a mouthpiece for left-wing extremism.
In a “too cute by half ” attempt to
marginalize those who observe the tran ditional Judeo-Christian sexual ethic,
or who embrace a constitutionalist view
of government, the SPLC has moved
from monitoring actual hate groups like
the KKK and Neo-Nazis, to slandering
mainstream Christian and tea party organizations with that very same “SPLCcertified hate group” label. Indeed, in its
promotional materials and on its website,
the SPLC indiscriminately lumps wellrespected, highly influential Christian
organizations like the Family Research
Council and the American Family Association together with domestic terrorist
and white supremacist groups.
But the SPLC’s transparent guilt-byfalse-association ploy has largely backfired. Whereas the strategy was intended
to discourage media outlets from engaging these Christian groups, the scheme
has, instead, had the unintended effect
of significantly marginalizing the SPLC.
You can only cry wolf so many times before people ignore you.
Finally, the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD)
has picked up where the SPLC left off.
This radical homosexual pressure group
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recently ramped up its tried-and-true
practice of employing the very outrage it
purports to oppose: defamation.
One of the left’s favorite pejoratives is
“McCarthyism,” yet liberals employ it —
as they mean it — masterfully. In an effort
to strong-arm mainstream media outlets
— already sympathetic to their cause —
into blacklisting, once and for all, conservative and Christian professionals who
oppose liberal sexual identity politics,
GLAAD has issued an enemies list of 36
top pro-family leaders and luminaries (a
list upon which yours truly is most honored and humbled to be included).
Engaging a scheme eerily reminiscent
of the former Soviet Union, GLAAD’s
euphemistically and paradoxically tagged
“Commentator Accountability Project”
enlists fellow progressives to dutifully
report on a designated website anytime a
pundit identified on the blacklist appears
in media.
Because “hate is not an expert opinion,” GLAAD then takes the reports and
browbeats the offending media outlet
into disengaging the “inappropriate” conservative pundit.
As feeble justification for its censorship efforts, GLAAD provides a list of
out-of-context, cherry-picked quotes
— some accurate, some not — the organization finds offensive. This is paint1 column
by-numbers, Saul Alinsky style: Rule 12,
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“Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it
and polarize it.”
In their manuscript, “After the Ball:
How America Will Conquer Its Fear and
Hatred of Gays in the ’90s” (1989, Doubleday/Bantam), Harvard-educated marketing experts Marshall Kirk and Hunter
Madsen meticulously laid out GLAAD’s
approach — something they called “jamming.”
“Jamming” refers to the public smearing of Christians, traditionalists or anyone else who opposes left-wing sexual
identity politics. “Jam homo-hatred [i.e.,
the Judeo-Christian sexual ethic] by linking it to Nazi horror,” wrote Kirk and
Madsen (sound familiar, SPLC?). They
go on to suggest that activists should try
to associate all who oppose homosexuality with images of “Klansmen demanding that gays be slaughtered,” “hysterical
backwoods preachers,” “menacing punks”
and “Nazi concentration camps where
homosexuals were tortured and gassed.’”
“In any campaign to win over the
public, gays must be portrayed as victims
in need of protection so that straights will
be inclined by reflex to adopt the role of
protector,” they wrote. “The purpose of
victim imagery is to make straights feel
very uncomfortable.”

George Orwell famously said: “During times of universal deceit, telling the
truth becomes a revolutionary act.” Today,
conservative truth tellers are revolutionaries, fighting a guerilla war against an
elitist establishment that blankets free
speech with bunker-buster bombs.
Their motives are disgraceful, their
tactics are cowardly and their actions are
un-American. But these things rank high
among the progressive “book of virtues.”
Paraphrasing Voltaire, British author
Evelyn Beatrice Hall wrote, “I disapprove
of what you say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it.”
It’s little wonder that today’s progressives reject this noble sentiment. The
success of the left-wing socio-political
agenda relies upon deliberate suppression
of the reality-based conservative alternative.
Such is life for the pamphleteer of bad
ideas.
Matt Barber (@jmattbarber on Twitter) is
an attorney concentrating in constitutional
law. He serves as Vice President of Liberty
Counsel Action (LCA on Facebook). (Title
and affiliation provided for identification
purposes only.)
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Special Needs Program at Mid-Westchester JCC Mixes Children Into the Mainstream
By RICH MONETTI
Through her private practice as
a social worker, Charley Moskowitz came to the realization
that the local special needs
population had little opportunity for recreational and socialization activities. “I wanted something to
expand beyond school,” says the LMSW, so
in 2002 she joined the JCC of Mid-Westchester and that’s definitely changed.

“It grew in one year tremendously and
just expanded and expanded,” she says of the
Special Needs Academic and Art Center.
Today, with 60 children enrolled, the social skills program, which integrates sports,
computers, theatre, writing and music, flourishes in part because it gives these children
the chance to melt into the mainstream.

Among the preteen participants, adolescent volunteers take a one on one role and
they stick to each other through the four
hour Sunday/Funday morning program.
Getting so attached, she says, “My kids eagerly wait for the volunteers before they’ll get
into it.”
As for the teen group, the dissipation
taking place between the populations is more
on the level. A peer mentoring approach, she
says, “If you walked in the room, you could
not distinguish between the two.”
On the other hand, the results cannot
be missed. Friendships ensue on the inside
but it’s what happens outside that makes
the difference. “Most of these adolescents do
not have friends and do things like go to the

movies or get together for pizza,” she says.
“This is what has been created in this group
- they go to the movies, exchange emails and
interact outside.”
That course is more easily able to make
its run because the immersion takes her kids
to areas they would not normally go. A computer animation class and an end of the year
musical in which both populations take the
stage are examples.

But the drama that unfolds on any field
of play can be the social difference maker no matter your ability. Unfortunately, for this
population, sports is something most stay
away from but giving them a forgiving home
court and smaller groups has the opposite
effect. In turn, lessons can develop in teamwork, getting along and following the rules.
On the other side, a volunteers journey
often begins as a bar/bat mitvah or community service project but arriving at an end
typically applies to just the school year run of
the program. “Most finish the 26 week commitment and then stay with me,” she says.
In fact, ten seniors just graduated and are
starting their first year of college, where this
experience will translate beyond educational
considerations. Once the volunteers are able
to get passed the behaviors, she says, “It’s
learned they are just like any other kid.”
Taking the long view, it may sound complicated but she’d probably agree that the
hardest part is caring enough to make the
mix.
For more info : http://www.jccmw.org
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The Good, The Bad, and The Unconstitutional
By LARRY M. ELKIN
There are good laws, there
are bad laws, and there are
unconstitutional laws. One
could argue that all unconstitutional laws are bad, but that
does not mean all bad laws are
unconstitutional.
I happen to believe that the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act, widely
though somewhat unfairly called “Obamacare” (“Democare” would be more accurate), is a very bad law. I think it will ruin
the economics of health insurance by allowing healthy people to put off buying
insurance until they are sick. I think it will
lead many small businesses to drop health
insurance for their employees entirely; I
have already done that in my business. I
think it will drive costs higher, not lower as
its backers insist.
But I don’t think the law is unconstitutional, and I don’t think the Supreme Court,
which is hearing three days of arguments
this week, will strike it down. I don’t even
think the law will survive on just a 5-4 vote.
I doubt more than two or three justices will
seek to overturn it.
This does not mean the Supreme Court
will conclude that the health care overhaul
is wise or good for the country. That’s not
the role of a court. The only question is
whether Congress was within its powers to
write the statute that it wrote. And, unfortunately, it almost certainly was.
The key issue is the law’s mandate that
all citizens obtain health insurance coverage
or pay a penalty. Opponents say Congress
overstepped the bounds of its constitutional
authority. The law’s supporters argue that
the mandate is within the power of Congress to tax and to regulate interstate commerce.
Interestingly, there likely would be less
legal ambiguity if Congress had taken the
more radical route of establishing a singlepayer, national health care system, as many
Democrats wanted. In that case, Congress
would simply have been levying taxes to pay
for a public good, as it already does in order to provide other government programs,
including Medicare. While Medicare works
by paying private practitioners, not by hiring
doctors directly, that distinction holds little
legal importance. In fact, for certain subsets
of the population, including veterans and
residents of some tribal reservations, the
government already does provide health
care directly through federally funded facilities. Many people would, and did, argue

that a national health care system is not a
good way to deliver the medical services
Americans demand, but few would say it is
unconstitutional. Medicare itself has never
faced a serious constitutional challenge, and
it has been on the books for nearly 50 years.
What makes the Affordable Care Act
different is that, instead of requiring citizens
to pay for health care collectively through
taxes, it requires them to pay for it individually through premiums.
Those who consider the law unconstitutional call this an unprecedented intrusion
into the private sphere. Never before, they
say, has the government told people how
they must spend their own money.
The problem with this line of argument
is that it’s not true. If you have children, the
government will enforce a certain standard
of care for them. You have no choice but to
feed, clothe and shelter your children – all
of which costs money – lest the government
take your children away and house them
someplace else. The government will help
you do these things if you can’t do it yourself, just as the new health law will subsidize
the mandatory insurance purchase for those
who cannot afford it.
The government requires me to buy
seat belts as part of the price of a new car. It
prohibits me from buying medications not
deemed safe and effective by the Food and
Drug Administration, and it even prohibits
me from buying medications that are perfectly legal abroad and bringing them back
the States. It prevents adults under age 21
from purchasing and consuming alcoholic
beverages that are freely available to other
adults. It prohibits selling cigarettes to minors and advertising cigarettes on television.
All of these intrusions either require a purchase or prohibit a purchase. All are constitutionally allowed.
There also is not much difference between the insurance mandate of the Affordable Care Act and the theoretical operation
of Social Security. In each instance individuals are required to pay for some benefit
themselves – health insurance coverage or
retirement funding – in order to avoid ending up in a situation of such misery that the
government would be forced to provide for
them. Of course, in practice, Social Security
has become simply a welfare system in disguise, rather than a true individually-funded
personal benefit managed by the government. But that’s irrelevant to the question
of whether it would be constitutional if it
operated in the way it is supposed to. Most
people agree that it would be. And most

Republicans would argue that it would also
be legal, as well as preferable, for Social Security to require investment in privately run
accounts, so individuals would truly save for
their own retirements. This is hardly different from the health care insurance mandate.
Many Republicans know – regardless
of whether they will say it – that everyone
can and should be made responsible for
providing for their own health coverage.
And I suspect that many Democrats know
– though almost none of them would say
it – that the Affordable Care Act was hastily crafted and poorly thought out, with
unanticipated consequences galore that are
only beginning to emerge in thousands of
requests for waivers and in the controversy
over birth control coverage.
But the two parties have painted themselves into opposite, though equally inescapable, corners. Republicans are so committed
to repealing the law that they cannot back
up and admit that we still need to control
costs and to bring millions of uncovered
Americans into the health care payment
system. The Republicans, therefore, are unable to propose any alternative solutions.
Meanwhile, Democrats have put too much

into the fight for the law to acknowledge
that it is deeply flawed.
A Supreme Court ruling overturning the law would essentially be a call for a
do-over. It would bail out both sides, giving
them a chance to start fresh. A lot of people
probably would like this. But that’s just not
what courts are for.
The Supreme Court will likely rule by
June. I think a do-over is not in the cards.
The law that was passed is the one we’re
stuck with. Now we have to figure out how
to live with it.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, is president
of Palisades Hudson Financial Group a feeonly financial planning firm headquartered in
Scarsdale, NY. The firm offers estate planning,
insurance consulting, trust planning, cross-border planning, business valuation, family office
and business management, executive financial
planning, and tax services. Its sister firm, Palisades Hudson Asset Management, is an independent investment advisor with about $950
million under management. Branch offices are
in Atlanta and Ft. Lauderdale. Website:www.
palisadeshudson.com.
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A Squeeze Play Gone Awry
By HEZI ARIS
The jury’s verdict was divulged before the Hon.
Colleen
McMahon’s
courtroom close to the
Noon hour last Thursday, March 29, 2012. The jury foreman
gave the unanimous verdict over which
every allegation deliberated upon was
made. On the first count, he was heard
to say, “Guilty.” I did not believe I
heard correctly. On the second count,
he said, “Guilty.” I believe I realized
my lower jaw had dropped to the floor
only when on the third count he also
said, “Guilty.” It was then, that I said
to myself, “They are going to find them
‘guilty’ on every count.” There were 11
charges in all, some shared others specific to one defendant, rather than the
other. Upon reflection, and to this day,
I cannot fathom the rationale deduced
by the jury in their deliberation.
Was I witness to the same court
proceedings at which they sat? What
did they ‘comprehend’ that I had not?
Were they in the right, and I naively
in the wrong? Did they abide by the
directives afforded them by the clearly
defined and succinctly expressed laws
by which they were charged? Did the
jury reach a conclusion based upon the
prosecution (government) bearing the
burden of proof that they, as “reasonable” people, found both defendants
engaged in conspiracy, corruption, extortion, and depriving Yonkersites of
honest services, by their past behavior,
by a barometer of “reasonable doubt?”
It was Judge McMahon who was
first to express the government having
yet to convince her of showing a “quid
pro quo” with regard to “something for
something” based on the government’s
lead witness, Anthony Mangone’s un-

corroborated assertions that he received
a total of $40,000 in cash from Franco
and Antonio Milio before two other
members of the Milio family. When
it became known that Homeland Security had placed Franco and Antonio
Milio in Mexico when Mr Mangone
alleges he was given cash before members of the Milio family by Frnco and
Antonio Milio, the government’s “star
witness” lost all credibility. Further, the
government’s not scrutinizing the allegations made by Mr Mangone caused
this reporter to question the government’s intent. Was the government
interested in facts or would no fact
dissuade them from their intentioned
conclusion?
I was floored by the government’s
reluctance to ascribe to the fact that
Homeland Security had revealed a
“fact” from which they recoiled being
made public.
Without providing proof of an exchange of cash from Franco and Antonio Milio to Anthony Mangone.and
then alledly to Zehy Jereis and finally
to Sandy Annabi, the allegation revealed nothing provable to me. How
did the jury conclude otherwise?
What was it among the dynamic
of the courtroom that would distort
believing the testimony of Mr Zehy
Jereis when he took the stand? He expressed his desire for Ms Annabi. He
offered notice of no sexual intercourse
between himself and Ms Annabi. Yet
when computer forensic expert Shlomo
Koenig took the stand, he revealed that
FBI agents who attempted to scrutinize the hard drive of one of Zehy
Jereis’ computers, the forensic trail that
would have permitted him information he required to be definitive in his
testimony was erroneously deleted by
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previous FBI attempts. When it was
alleged that there were many “letters”
expressing affection for Ms Annabi by
Mr Jereis, but none responding to his
passion, one had to question why the
AOL records were not demanded by
the government investigators. In fact,
when the government cross examined
Mr Jereis, they mentioned that he divulged there was no sexual intercourse
between them, but the U.S. Assistant Attorney did not want to define
Mr Jereis’ term that there was “sexual
contact.” Had the AOL email records
been requested, it could have been ascertained if there was a relationship between Mr Jereis and Ms Annabi that
pre-dated any possible motive other
than their expression of affection between each other. A fact that would
have derailed any further contention of
misconduct.
Was the youth of the defendants
something the jury held against them?
Did Ms Annabi’s model-like stature
engender jealousy among the predominately woman-centric jury?
Does a lack of knowing the agenda
driven drivel and connivance and backroom dealing and wheeling in Yonkers
and Westchester County create a sense
of lawlessness by which Yonkers specifically, and Westchester County, less
so, get painted?
The catalyst that caused the FBI to
consider looking into the two defendants was based on innuendo, agenda,
political skullduggery, and worse, that
remains virulent in conduct to this day.
Elected officials that lie about others,
yet will claim otherwise. The “think
tankers” that get six figure salaries for
no show jobs continue. The extortion
of taxpayer money re-labeled as grant
money continues unabated. Yonkers
Inspector General Dan Schorr is a political operative that we have heard will
divulge his stepping down this week. He

has uncovered nothing in the year plus
he has accepted money for coming to
work. The New York State Comptroller has warned the City of Yonkers of
its dismal fiscal conduct for many years
past. Even so, he has permitted passage of the municipal budget. Yonkers
Board of Ethics has conducted itself
devoid of any ethical measure. Yonkersites laugh as they are besmirched by
those who demean their name using
the term “ethics.” The Yonkers Board
of Contracts and Supplies has in the
dead of night issued contracts that defy
any logic for Yonkersites’ benefit. Not
a word to be heard from anyone, other
than they did it within the tenets of the
law.
Thieves wish to preside over the office of Clerk in Yonkers. Hush. No one
is to know. Will a former government
official return the money stolen during
the last holiday season? Will a developer pay the HUD money that they
have forced the City of Yonkers to pay
with no hope of every paying Yonkers
back? Will real estate tax arrears ever
be paid? Who is watching out for the
public good? When will the Yonkers
Industrial Development Agency return
the funds it stole form the city coffers
to which it was not entitled? When
will the Yonkers Board of Education
have the funds taken from its coffers
returned? When will the Father Pat
Green Development do right by its
homeowners? When will the use of
eminent domain to benefit the bigoted
interests of one neighborhood’s interest
be eclipsed by what is right for Yonkers
economic viability? When?
The jury got it wrong. Only the
Hon. Colleen McMahon, District
Judge, can set it right. There is little
people trust today. The judicial system
is daily under attack by its ineptitude
and its lack of concern to abide by the
law. Justice is too often not the operative course or concern. If in this case, or
in others that will surely follow, jurists
do not elevate the conduct of those that
come before their august courtrooms,
we will all suffer self-destruction by
ineptitude and dismissal of truths that
are facts ungoverned by agenda and
outside influence.
Mr Jereis and Ms Annabi deserve
to be acquitted of the charges that
stand before them.
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to Nova Scotia,
where he started a
home for boys.”
There is a dispute as to whether the castration was to
punish the victim for being a whistleblower or was the medical practice at the
time for dealing with homosexuality. The
passage of time is such that the victim’s
oppressors – clergy, physicians, laypeople
– are probably all dead. But if not, they
should be prosecuted – legislatures can
waive statutes of limitation – and if dead,
their names should be made known not
only in Holland, but worldwide.
We in the United States witnessed a
comparable atrocity in 1998 when a young
man, Matthew Shepard was strung up on
a barbed wire fence in Wyoming to die
as though crucified by two homophobes.
It shocked America into understanding how outrageous the attacks physical
and verbal were on anyone because of
their sexual orientation. The leaders of
the churches and synagogues nationwide
should set aside a day of prayer and contrition for the savagery some clergy and
others have displayed to gays and lesbians
for so long, and political and civic leaders
should join them.
The second life destroyed is that of
Trayvon Martin, a young black man
whose death was described in The Times
editorial of March 21st “Trayvon Martin, a 17-year-old student, was shot last
month as he walked home one night with
a snack in hand. His killing has stirred
national outrage and protests because
there is evidence he called out in alarm
over his cellphone as the armed stranger
closely pursued him. At the same time,
George Zimmerman, the shooter, was
on the phone with a police dispatcher,
who told him, ‘We don’t need you to do
that.’ Mr. Zimmerman, who got out of
his car to pursue Mr. Martin, claimed a
confrontation occurred that caused him
to defend himself because he ‘reasonably
believed’ he would be harmed. The local
police in Sanford, Fla., ruled the shooting
justifiable under a law that was created
to give the benefit of the doubt to people
who shoot their guns in public areas and
then claim self-defense. This statute goes
well beyond the traditional principles of
self-defense in homes. In 2005, Florida
became the first in the nation to adopt
this type of measure, with overwhelming
bipartisan approval and the signature of
Gov. Jeb Bush. The Department of Justice
and state investigators have opened inquiries into the shooting, along with a county
grand jury.”
The U.S. in and out of Florida appears

Tragedies Beyond Belief

By EDWARD I. KOCH

Within the past week,
three incidents of depravity have been the subject of
news coverage. Of course,
in the world at large, many
outrages have occurred, but
these three affecting young people had a
special impact, and I would like to bring
them to your attention.
On March 20th, The New York Times
reporter Stephen Castle wrote, “A young
man in the care of the Roman Catholic
Church in the Netherlands was surgically
castrated decades ago after complaining about sexual abuse, according to new
evidence that only adds to the scandal engulfing the church there.”
Castle went on, “In 2010, about 2,000
people complained of abuse by priests,
church institutions or religious orders in
the Netherlands after the Roman Catholic Church commissioned an inquiry. It finally concluded that the number of actual
victims over several decades could be 10
times higher.”
Castle continued, “The victim, Henk
Heithuis, lived in Catholic institutions
from infancy after being taken into care.
When he complained about sexual abuse
to the police, Mr. Heithuis, 20 at the time,
was transferred to a Catholic psychiatric
hospital before being admitted to the St.
Joseph Hospital in Veghel, where he was
castrated. Cornelius Rogge, a sculptor
whose family became friends with Mr.
Heithuis, informed the Deetman Commission about the case, contacting an
investigative journalist and author, Joep
Dohmen, when there was no clear sign
of a follow-up. On Dutch television, Mr.
Rogge described how he knew that the
castration had taken place and said he believed that there were other victims. ‘We
once asked Henk to drop his pants when
the women were not present,’ Mr. Rogge
said. ‘He did that. He was totally maimed.
That was a huge shock for us, of course.’
Mr. Heithuis had also described his ordeal
verbally, Mr. Rogge said. ‘He was strapped
to a bed,’ Mr. Rogge said, describing Mr.
Heithuis’s statement. ‘In one stroke, his
scrotum was cut out. Then he was taken to
an infirmary to rest and recover. Then the
other boys received the same treatment.
He could hear them screaming.’”
Castle closed the story with, “Mr.
Dohmen said that the man accused of
abusing Mr. Heithuis was investigated
but not prosecuted. He was transferred

aroused and believes quite rightly I think
that had Trayvon Martin been white and
the shooter, George Zimmerman been
black, Zimmerman would have been arrested, prosecuted and jailed pending trial
or bail.
The cellphone conversation that Trayvon had with his girlfriend describing his
fear of Zimmerman and his shouts for
help have caused many, myself included,
to believe a murder occurred.
To the credit of Rev. Al Sharpton, he
is leading, with Trayvon’s family, the black
community in a call for justice. This catastrophe is one that should involve all of
us without regard to race or ethnicity. A

young man was apparently killed because
of his color or race. Americans should
think of Trayvon as their child and stand
with his parents until justice is done. President Obama summed it up for all of us
when he said, ”If I had a son, he’d look
like Trayvon.”
The third tragedy involved the shooting deaths of several Jews in Toulouse,
France – Rabbi Jonathan Sandler, an
instructor at a religious school; his two
young sons, Arye, 6 and Gabriel, 3; and
the daughter of the school’s principal,
Miriam Monsonego, 8. The three children
had dual French-Israeli citizenship.
Continued on page 28
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skin gets powder-burned. The calm cold
calculation of it reminds [one] of the ease
of Nazi soldiers, portrayed in films such
as ‘Schindler’s List’ and ‘In Darkness’, as
they took Jewish lives, including those of
one million Jewish children.” Merah had
videotaped the murders and posted the
videos on a Jihadist website.
The Times reported on March 21st
that at her funeral, “In a wrenching eulogy, Avishai Monsonego, the older brother
of Miriam, cried in Hebrew: ‘Miriam, I
am not worried about you. Since a young
age you have been speaking with the Holy
One, blessed be he.’ He said he had only
one request of God — to give his parents
the strength to carry on.”
Jews, and in particular Israeli Jews,
suffered an additional indignities and
outrageous attack when Catherine Ashton, the European Union’s foreign policy
chief, comparing what happened at the
Jewish school in Toulouse and equating
the killing of the 3 Jewish children simply
because they were Jewish with the deaths
of Muslim children in Gaza. The Times
reported on March 20th, “In the transcript
of her comments released by the European Union, she continues: ‘The Belgian
children having lost their lives in a terrible tragedy, and when we think of what

happened in Toulouse today, when we remember what happened in Norway a year
ago, when we know what is happening in
Syria, when we see what is happening in
Gaza and in different parts of the world
— we remember young people and children who lose their lives.’”
Understandably outraged at her comparing the terrorist attack on the Jewish
school by an Islamist terrorist affiliated
with al-Qaeda to a war going on with
Hamas, a terrorist organization governing
Gaza and assaulting Israel with barrages
of rockets – on a recent day, 150 indiscriminately fired at Israeli towns – Prime
Minister Bibi Netanyahu, according to
the Times, said, “that he was ‘infuriated’
by what he called ‘the comparison between a deliberate massacre of children
and the defensive, surgical actions’ of the
Israeli military that he said were ‘intended
to hit terrorists who use children as a human shield.’”
The equivalency of the two situations
in the view of the European Union’s foreign policy chief speaks volumes on her
feelings concerning the State of Israel,
and we know she is not alone in coupling
the terrorist government administering
Gaza and the State of Israel daily defending itself from Islamist terrorist threats

and attacks, including the existential
threat from Iran. Later, Ms. Ashton said
through a spokesman “she had not intended to draw any parallel.” Wanna bet?
The Islamist terrorists want to kill us
– us meaning Jews and Christians – here
an Islamist terrorist deliberately killed
Jewish children simply because they were
Jewish.
People have been aroused by these
three episodes involving, at the time of
the incident years ago, a young gay man,
a black 17-year-old adolescent and an
8-year-old Jewish girl. How do we use
that anger? People have to speak out in
every community denouncing the bigotry
in those and similar cases – sexual, racial
and religious, particularly the religious
and political leaders, worldwide.
We must hold those who engage in
these hate driven acts severely accountable.

Fukushima and the Age of Distrust

- almost on the eve of the first anniversary
of Fukushima – to issue safety rules to
nuclear plant owners who have until 2016
to comply. According to a Reuter’s report
on March 9, 2012, (http://www.reuters.
com/article/2012/03/09/us-utilites-nrcfukushima-idUSBRE8281AC20120309
The new “urgent” rules require stronger safety equipment and new monitors
for water levels in spent fuel pools. Compliance with these orders is expected to
cost utilities each about $100 million, a
fraction of what nuclear utilities rake in
yearly.
In the Fukushima aftermath the feds
never skipped a beat in their lock-step
with the industry. Just last month the
NRC gave the green light to Southern
Company in Georgia to fast track two
new nuclear plants at the Alvin W. Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant near Waynesboro, Georgia. The two new reactors will
each cost $14 billion; the speedy - and
unprecedented - construction plan expects to finish by 2016 and 2017.
Those who are part of the global antinuclear movement are deeply skeptical
of an industry in collusion with government - a disaster prone dynamic duo –
and for those seeking to shutter nukes

permanently, it’s like swimming upstream
against a doomsday trend that, not for the
first time, has screamed prophetic warnings: Three Mile Island in 1979, Chernobyl in 1986 and now Fukushima (let’s
not forget 9-11 when the Indian Point
nuclear power plant outside New York
City was among the targets considered
by Al Qaeda terrorists. http://www.energybulletin.net/node/1243 9/11 Report
Reveals Al Qaeda Ringleader Contemplated a NY-area Nuclear Power Plant as
Potential Target).
In the U.S. however, the priority for
this billion dollar industry is the profitable bottom line where spending on programs that would lessen risks and increase
safety are budget items that trail far behind advertising campaigns and powerful
lobbyist strategies.
Nuclear energy lobbyists super cozy
with both state and federal governments
went into overdrive after Fukushima and
rushed to assure officials that U.S. plants
could better cope with natural disasters.
The national ticket to pay lobbyists by
nuclear reactor owners has doubled from
$27 million in 2004 to $54 million in
2010. Entergy, one of the biggest nuclear

Tragedies Beyond Belief
Continued from page 27

The rabbi and the children were shot
by an Islamist terrorist, Mohammed
Merah, of Algerian descent who, tracked
down by the French police and army, after
a 30-hour siege, jumped out of a window
to his death. Before killing himself, he had
apparently on a prior occasion also killed
three French paratroopers. The murderer
claimed he was a member of al-Qaeda.
The burial of Miriam Monsonego, the
eight-year-old girl, who before the terrorist shot her in the head, was dragged by
the hair as he videotaped himself carrying out the heinous murder of the child.
The Israeli newspaper Haaretz writer
Alan Kaufman described the scene in
an unforgettable way: “For two days and
nights now I have been unable to shake
the image from my head: the black-clad
man, identity concealed by a motorcycle
helmet, gun in hand, chases 8-year old
Miriam Monsonego into the courtyard
of Toulouse’s Ozar Hatorah school, grabs
her by the hair, puts the barrel of his .45 to
her temple and fires. It jams. Calmly, still
holding onto Miriam’s hair, he switches
guns to another, a 9 mm., puts the barrel to her temple, fires so closely that her

Visit the Mayor at the Movies to learn more:
http://www.mayorkoch.com/.

The Honorable Edward Irving Koch served
as a member of member of Congress from
New York State from 1969 through 1977,
and New York City as its 105th Mayor from
1978 to 1989.
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By ABBY LUBY
It’s been a year since the
catastrophic meltdowns at
Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plants. The
stark, dramatic images of
the crippled reactors are
hulking mountains of splintered shards
forming a radioactive tomb. Videos and
photographs of the tumultuous ruins are
blatant messages about the dangers of
nuclear power; the impacts of reported
widespread contamination of farmlands
and waterways will last for generations.
Destruction from the earthquake and
tsunami was biblical in its wake, causing
three reactors to eventually melt down.
Contaminated radioactive hot spots are
still being found some 25 miles from the
Daiichi reactors, rendering the area uninhabitable and prohibiting over 90,000
people who lived in the area from returning to their homes.
The initial bungling of misinformation by the Japanese government to the
world and to its citizens about the ex-

tent of the danger was a prime example
of how national leaders alter the truth to
avoid panic, fueling a growing distrust of
governments chummy with the nuclear
industry. Japanese citizens, once strongly
invested in nuclear power, demanded all
their reactors be shut down. The government responded. Today only two of
Japan’s 54 commercial reactors are in operation since Fukushima.
In the post Fukushima era here in the
U.S., the thunderous drone of 104 U.S.
nuclear generators roars on. The feds deny
that a 9.0 magnitude earthquake and tsunami could never happen here - a mindset that has never wavered, even in the
face of a re-energized nuclear renaissance.
And, as usual, the industry has time
on their side.
The pro-nuclear support by the U.S.
government and its untouchable handmaiden, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, have dodged post Fukushima
bullets aimed at giving nuclear power a
bad reputation. Even though the NRC
quickly threw together a special Fukushima task force it took them an entire year

Continued on page 29
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Continued from page 28

utility companies in the U.S. and owner
of the aging Indian Point outside of New
York City, paid over $1 million to lobbyists Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman
& Dicker, the Vidal Group and Featherstonhaugh Wiley & Cline to work their
magic in Albany, New York’s state capital.
On the federal level, Entergy paid over
$8.2 million to lobbyists such as Breaux
Lott Leadership Group and Peck, Madigan, Jones and Stewart in 2010 and 2011.
Lobbyists, who are the glue that solidifies the incestuous bond between government and industry, can laugh in the
face of potential risk with the no-fault
backing in the Price Andersen Indemnity Act. Passed in 1957, Price Andersen
places a cap on the total amount of liability that each nuclear power plant licensee
could potentially face in the event of an
accident. The public pays the rest. The
Act has been extended several times and
is up for renewal in 2025. Price Ander-

sen is what Toledo Blade reporter Tom
Henry calls the “mother of all bailouts”
and “lets utilities -- and their investors
-- off the hook for all but $12.6 billion
of any catastrophe while taxpayers assume all other liability, a figure that could
potentially reach hundreds of billions of
dollars.” http://www.toledoblade.com/
TomHenry/2012/03/01/Nuclear-powerindustry-waits-for-Wall-Street-to-flipthe-switch.html. $12 billion is a drop in
the bucket when it comes to costs related
to nuclear accidents. According to UPI,
Fukushima Daiichi owner Tepco needs at
least twice that amount. The Japanese government wants a bigger part in running
Tepco before bailing the company out
with $13 billion in public funds and Tepco financial backers want assurances that
the plants can be restarted before lending
the utility $12.4 billion. http://www.upi.
com/Business_News/2011/09/17/Damaged-nuke-plant-may-lose-insurance/
UPI-59231316292856/

Can we ever undo a liaison that is on
automatic, propelled by stock dividends
and campaign coffers?
The priority for this billion-dollar
industry is more profit and less spending on risk management and safety measures. But other industry budget lines
have spiked, especially for companies like
Entergy who is battling an organized opposition to re-licensing, a movement that
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has
robustly supported. Because Entergy’s renewal application garnered more contentions in the history of NRC re-licensing,
the company has pumped more into legal defense, ad campaigns and lobbyists.
Ample political will may be what it takes
to close down the Indian Point. Certainly
Governor Cuomo’s leadership tilts the
scales in favor of trusting government.
Hope has surfaced in attempts to
phase out nuclear generated electricity
with renewable such as hydro, wind, geothermal and solar. –The U.S. Energy Information Administration, in their 2012
Annual Energy Outlook http://www.eia.
gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=4950

predicts that over the next 25 years, natural gas and renewable fuels will gain a
larger share of the United States generating mix of electricity. Renewable energy
generation is expected to grow 33% by
2035.
If our government truly wants to
regain our trust, the next move is up to
them. Getting behind safe energy policies and unhinging from the practice of
corporate welfare for the nuclear industry
is one way. Realigning themselves with
utilities that invest in renewables is another. Let’s hope they do it before another
nuclear plant catastrophe.

Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance
journalist who writes local news, about environmental issues, art, entertainment and
food. Her debut novel, “Nuclear Romance”
was recently published. Visit the book’s website, http://nuclearromance.word- press.
com/.
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GOP ‘Change’ A Stain on Rye; Republican Party
By LEON SCULTI
“Political parties at the local level are simply the
mechanism to run for office.” - Rye Republican
Mayor Doug French, during 2009 election campaign
(MyRye.com 9/17/09).
On March 14, 2012, Tony Pisconere,
Chairman of the Rye City Republican Committee, addressed the Rye City
Council in regard to what he called “a
stain” on the Rye community.
The blemish he was referring to is the
republican held city council’s refusal to
conduct proper investigations into allegations of corruption made against Mayor
French himself, who has been forced to
pay over $16,000 in back taxes and penalties to Westchester County for improper
school tax exemptions he obtained on his
illegal investment property in Rye–and
more recently–allegations made against
City Manager Scott Pickup, and Rye TV
Access Coordinator Nicole Levitsky, by
staffer, Andrew Dapolite.
The employee, son of a Rye Republican district leader, testified in a seven page

letter that the city manager and his superior at Rye TV of instructed him to lie
to the public–and Mayor French’s GOP
nemesis Councilman Joe Sack in particular–in order to conceal the fact that the
city manager had recorded a public meeting that he told council members (during
a live broadcast) was not recorded.
GOP Chair Confronts GOP ‘Change’
Mr. Pisconere, an attorney by trade,
presented his case to the council–which
is currently controlled by a voting block
of his own 2009 ‘Change for Rye’ GOP
ticket of Mayor French, Deputy Mayor
Jovanovich, Suzanna Keith and Richard
Filippi–telling them he believed they
were wrong to refer yet another investigation to the Board of Ethics–which he
testified is not an investigative body.
The counselor brought forth strong
evidence–the law–in support of his contention. Reading from section 15-13(b)
of the city code, Mr. Pisconere entered
into the record the fact that the Rye’s
Board of Ethics is an “advisory” body–or
one that offers opinions on matters of
fact, not one equipped or empowered to
make investigations in search of the facts.
Nevermind that this very same board

“investigated” and “exonerated” Mayor
French and the City Manager of any ethical misconduct last month in relation to
the city’s handling of the mayor’s illegal
investment property in Rye.
GOP Led Council Refuses Their Authority to Investigate Corruption
Mr. Pisconere then contrasted the
lack of authority the Board of Ethics has
to conduct investigations with the absolute authority the City Council has to do
the same. Reading from section C6-3 of
the City Charter, Mr. Pisconere exposed
each councilperson to the rule of law
which clearly stated that they–and only
they–have the authority to “make investigations into the affairs of the city and
the conduct of any board, commission,
department, office or agency thereof,” and
to, “subpoena witnesses, administer oaths,
take testimony and require the production of evidence.”
Revolting: GOP Agents of Change
Tell Chair to Take a Seat
Despite his best efforts, the city
charter and the city code, not one of Mr.
Pisconere’s ‘Change for Rye’ Class of ‘09
seemed to be impressed with his argument. Mayor French simply ignored Pis-

conere’s words, seeming content to send
the complaint to the same board that
extinguished his own ethical charges.
Two of the three members of the board,
appointed by Mayor French, are wellContinued on page 30
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GOP ‘Change’ A Stain on Rye; Republican Party
Continued from page 29

known republican party supporters who
donated over $1700 to the mayor’s campaign on ‘09.
Councilman Filippi, a non-party affiliate who won election on the GOP
‘Change’ ticket, perhaps summed up the
voting majority’s position best by emphatically declaring, “nobody really cares.”
Not exactly the kind of slogan the GOP
may be looking to promote in the future.
57% Polled Say Process Flawed; 8%
Don’t Care
Unfortunately for Mr. Filippi, an unscientific poll (with over 360 responses)
conducted by The Rye Patch showed a

Page 26

landslide majority (57%-34%) feel the
Ethics Board represents a “flawed process
that undermines public confidence in the
decision.” While only 8% said they didn’t
“care at all.”
The day after Pisconere’s address, the
French Administration announced that
the Board of Ethics would meet Friday, March 30, regarding the corruption
charges made against the City Manager
and the RTV Public Access Coordinator.
And so the stain on Rye, and the
GOP, continues to grow.
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GEORGIO FAMILY III LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 12/5/2011. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of process C/O Patricia G. Micek,
Esq. 2180 Boston Post Rd. Larchmont, NY 10538. Purpose: Any
lawful activity.

EQUIDYNE HOLDINGS LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 6/29/11. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of Leslie Hughes 2005 Palmer
Ave. #134 Larchmont, NY 10538.
Purpose: Any lawful activity

HAMMER TIME HANDYMAN,
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec.
of State (SSNY) 12/2/2011. Office
in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be served. SSNY shall
mail copy of The LLC 45 Virginia
Lane Thornwood, NY 10594. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

MERCER 111, LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY)
10/25/07. Office in Westchester
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC
upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of
The LLC 199 Lafayette St. New
York, NY 10012. Purpose: Any
lawful activity.

Notice of Formation Mommy-NMe of Shrub Oak LLC Arts. of
Org. filed with SSNY 2/21/2012.
Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty.
SSNY designated as agent of LLC
whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to: c/o
The LLC, P.O. Box 305, Lincolndale, NY 10540. Purpose: all lawful activities.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 1 LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

CHANCC LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY)
5/26/2011. Office in Westchester
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC
upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of
The LLC 698 Saw Mill River RD
Ardsley, NY 10502. Purpose: Any
lawful activity.

C.M.J. REALTY NO. 2 LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
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LEGAL NOTICE
C.M.J. REALTY NO. 3 LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
C.M.J. REALTY NO. 4 LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
C.M.J. REALTY NO. 5 LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/24/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of The LLC 11 Quaker Ln. Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
NUDGE CAPITAL LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/3/2012. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of C/O Patricia G Micek Esq 2180
Boston Post Rd. Larchmont, NY
10538. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

RAAS PARTNERS LLC Articles
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 1/27/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of C/O Nancy Brady 125 Parkway Rd. Ste. 1303 Bronxville,
NY 10708. Purpose: Any lawful
activity.
TREMBLANT LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY)
2/22/12. Office in Westchester
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC
upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy
of Patricia G. Micek, Esq. 2180
Boston Post Rd. Larchmont, NY
10538. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
POWERPLAY
MANAGEMENT
COMPANY, LLC Authority filed
with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY)
on 2/14/12. Office location: Westchester Co. LLC formed in Delaware (DE) on 1/20/05 SSNY designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to Corporation Service Company
80 State ST Albany, NY 12207.
DE address of LLC: 2711 Centerville RD STE 400 Wilmington, DE
19808. Arts. Of Org. filed with DE
Secy. of State, PO Box 898 Dover,
DE 19903. Purpose: any lawful
activity.

COMPETITIVE ROOF SERVICES
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec.
of State (SSNY) 12/2/11. Office in
Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process
may be served. SSNY shall mail
copy 620 Park Ave. Yonkers, NY
10703. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
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Escape completely with
New York convenience
®

Relaxed, rejuvinating retreat at sea. A Princess® ship is more than your home away from home - it’s a floating
retreat filled with entertaining, engaging options for enjoying each and every hour. Choose to settle in on deck or fill
your schedule with wonderful activities. Best of all, how you spend your day is up to no one but you.

Passage to Europe

Bermuda Sampler

11 nights, May 3 - 14, 2012
Caribbean Princess® | Offer #1210032

4 nights, Oct 27 - 31, 2012
Caribbean Princess® | Offer #1210033

Spring crossing with British Isles
INSIDE
from

OCEANVIEW
from
$

BALCONY
from
$

per person*

per person*

per person*

499

$

599

999

Caribbean Islander

10 nights, Oct 31 - Nov 10, 2012
Caribbean Princess® | Offer #1210034

Round-trip New York getaway
INSIDE
from

OCEANVIEW
from
$

BALCONY
from
$

per person*

per person*

per person*

$

459

519

699

Exclusive $50 onboard credit*

$

INSIDE
from

899

per person*

OCEANVIEW
from
$

1,049
per person*

BALCONY
from

1,449

$

per person*

Your choice of Traditional Dining, Specialty Dining or Casual Dining • Library, card room, boutiques, a casino, enrichment programs & more
Stylish bars and lounges with live music, entertainers, shows and dancing • Warm, welcoming service • Lotus Spa, gym & fitness area

Graybar Building - New York
420 Lexington Ave, Suite 1603
pisabrothers.com

800.729.7472
mgr@pisabrothers.com

*Fares are in USD, per person, based on double occupancy, cruise only, capacity controlled, and subject to availability. Government fees and taxes up to $106.75 are per person, are additional, and subject to change. Princess reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX
oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. See the applicable Princess brochure or visit princess.com for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Other restrictions may apply. Ships of Bermudan registry. Pisa Brothers Travel, a Worldview Travel Company strongly recommends the
purchase of travel insurance. We reserve the right to correct errors and omissions. For complete terms and conditions contact Pisa Brothers Travel.
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